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AMBIVALENCE RESOLUTION IN PSYCHOTHERAPY 

ABSTRACT 

The present dissertation explores the process of ambivalence resolution in psychotherapy 

through a narrative-dialogical lens. Ambivalence is herein defined as the conflictual 

relationship between two opposed positions: one expressed in a narrative novelty (i.e., 

distinct from the problematic pattern: an innovative moment (IM)) and another one 

representing the problematic pattern which impelled the client to therapy. Ambivalence 

markers (AMs) are moments during the therapeutic conversation which entail the 

production of an IM that is immediately followed by a return to the problematic pattern. 

A variety of studies have been demonstrating that AMs are more frequent in unchanged 

than in recovered cases, revealing ambivalence´s potential to hinder the process of 

psychotherapeutic change, if left unresolved. Nonetheless, ambivalence resolution was 

not yet empirically and systematically studied in the tradition of process research in 

psychotherapy. The present work consists of a series of three studies in which 

ambivalence resolution was systematically studied through the development of a coding 

system (the ambivalence resolution coding system, ARCS) which was used to analyze all 

the sessions of a variety of clinical cases. The ARCS allows the identification of two 

processes of ambivalence resolution throughout the therapeutic process: dominance and 

negotiation. In dominance, the innovative position controls the problematic position 

through a harsh imposition of its power, thus inhibiting the problematic´s position 

supremacy; negotiation entails the communication and engagement in joint action 

between both positions of the self. The first study consisted of an intensive case study of 

an emotion-focused therapy (EFT) recovered major-depression case with the ARCS. A 

central aim of this study was to test the ARCS´s viability before coding a larger sample. 

Simultaneously, it was possible to describe the ambivalence resolution process in this 

single case. Results revealed that, as treatment progressed, dominance tended to decrease 
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and negotiation was increasingly more frequent. These results were replicated in the 

second study with a sample of 22 major depression cases from different therapeutic 

approaches (EFT, narrative therapy and cognitive-behavioral therapy). A generalized 

linear modelling analysis revealed that while in recovered cases dominance decreased 

across sessions, in unchanged cases dominance was relatively high during the course of 

the whole treatment. Also, in recovered cases negotiation increased throughout the 

therapeutic process, which did not happen for unchanged cases. These tendencies did not 

significantly differ between therapeutic models. In general, we conclude that in order to 

resolve ambivalence, negotiation between positions of the self seems to be a necessary 

condition. In the third study, a sample of 5 cases of grief therapy was analyzed with the 

ARCS. The central aim of this study was to understand if the results achieved with 

samples of major depression were similar in a distinct problematic. A previous 

exploration of the resolutions led to the distinction of a further ambivalence resolution 

category – escalation. Escalation is defined as the process of the innovative position 

struggling to control the problematic position whereas the dominance process implies the 

actual dominance of the innovative position. Results revealed distinct tendencies between 

recovered and unchanged cases: escalation decreased and dominance increased in 

recovered cases and opposite tendencies were observed in unchanged cases. Negotiation 

decreased in unchanged cases from the beginning until the end of treatment while in 

recovered cases it was increasingly frequent until the middle sessions of treatment and 

decreased again until the final sessions. In general, we conclude that the processes of 

dominance and negotiation probably have complementary necessary roles in the 

progressive resolution of ambivalence while the escalation process seems to be more 

associated with the unsuccessful resolution of ambivalence.    
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RESOLUÇÃO DA AMBIVALÊNCIA EM PSICOTERAPIA 

RESUMO 

A presente dissertação explora o processo de resolução da ambivalência em psicoterapia 

a partir de uma perspetiva narrativa-dialógica. A ambivalência é neste contexto definida 

como uma relação conflitual entre duas posições opostas do self: uma expressa numa 

novidade narrativa (i.e., distinta do padrão problemático, ou seja, um momento de 

inovação (MI)) e outra que representa o padrão problemático que conduziu o cliente à 

terapia. Os marcadores de ambivalência (MAs) são momentos durante a conversação 

terapêutica que envolvem a produção de um MI que é imediatamente seguido por um 

retorno ao padrão problemático. Uma variedade de estudos tem demonstrado que os MAs 

são mais frequentes em casos de insucesso do que em casos de sucesso, revelando que, a 

não ser resolvida, a ambivalência pode contribuir para o insucesso terapêutico. No 

entanto, a resolução da ambivalência não foi ainda empiricamente estudada no contexto 

da investigação de processo em psicoterapia. O presente trabalho consiste numa série de 

três estudos nos quais a resolução da ambivalência em psicoterapia foi sistematicamente 

estudada através do desenvolvimento de um sistema de codificação (o sistema de 

codificação da resolução da ambivalência, SCRA) que foi aplicado a uma variedade de 

casos clínicos. O SCRA permite a identificação de dois processos de resolução da 

ambivalência: 1) dominância – o controlo exercido por parte da posição inovadora sobre 

a posição problemática e a consequente inibição desta última; e 2) negociação – que 

envolve a comunicação e o envolvimento em ação conjunta entre ambas as posições do 

self. O primeiro estudo exploratório consistiu na análise intensiva com o SCRA de um 

caso clínico de perturbação depressiva maior seguido em terapia focada nas emoções 

(TFE). Um dos objetivos era testar a viabilidade do SCRA antes de proceder à codificação 

de uma amostra mais extensa. Simultaneamente, foi possível caracterizar o perfil de 
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resolução da ambivalência neste caso. Os resultados revelaram que, à medida que o 

tratamento avança, a dominância tende a diminuir e a negociação é cada vez mais 

frequente. Estes resultados foram replicados num segundo estudo com uma amostra de 

22 casos clínicos de perturbação depressiva maior seguidos em diferentes modalidades 

terapêuticas (TFE, terapia narrativa (TN) e terapia cognitivo-comportamental (TCC)). 

Uma análise com generalized linear modelling revelou que enquanto em casos de 

insucesso a dominância é relativamente elevada ao longo de todo o tratamento e a 

negociação é escassa; de um modo diferenciado, em casos de sucesso a dominância 

diminui e a negociação aumenta. De forma geral, estas tendências não foram 

significativamente diferentes entre modelos terapêuticos. Concluímos que a negociação 

entre as posições envolvidas na ambivalência é uma provável condição necessária à 

resolução da mesma. No terceiro estudo, com o objetivo de explorar a resolução da 

ambivalência numa problemática distinta da depressão, uma amostra de cinco casos de 

terapia de luto foi analisada com o SCRA. Uma análise prévia das resoluções conduziu à 

distinção de uma nova categoria de resolução da ambivalência – escalada -  que se refere 

ao processo de tentativa de controlo da posição problemática por parte da posição 

inovadora, ao passo que a dominância se refere ao domínio efetivo da posição inovadora 

sobre a posição problemática. Resultados descritivos revelaram que a escalada diminuiu 

e a dominância aumentou em casos de sucesso e tendências opostas foram observadas em 

casos de insucesso. A negociação foi escassa e diminuiu até o final da terapia em casos 

de insucesso e, em casos de sucesso, aumentou até às sessões intermédias, voltando 

depois a diminuir até ao final. Concluímos que os processos de dominância e de 

negociação parecem exercer papéis complementares e necessários na progressiva 

resolução da ambivalência, enquanto o processo de escalada parece estar mais associado 

ao insucesso na resolução da ambivalência. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Standing in contrast with the previous paradigm - wherein the nature of knowing 

was marked by empiricism, logical positivism and the identification of objective truths - 

rather than the validity and the discovery, constructivism stresses the viability and the 

construction of knowledge, highlighting human participation in its making (Sexton, 

1997). Thus, “all constructivist psychologies share the belief that none of the many ways 

of understanding that people have developed provide a God’s Eye (i.e., purely objective) 

view of the world. All constructed meanings reflect a point of view.” (Raskin, 2002 p.2).  

The concept of narrative emerged in this context as a fortunate metaphor for the 

way humans construct and give meaning to reality and experience (Bruner, 1986; 

McAdams, 1993; Sarbin, 1986) therefore also assuming particular relevance in the study 

of the processes of change in psychotherapy (Angus & McLeod, 2004; Gonçalves & 

Ribeiro, 2012a; White & Epston, 1990). Considering that rather than being the product 

of a solo speech, these narratives are sustained by the dialogical processes between 

different voices in the self, the Dialogical Self Theory (Hermans & Kempen, 1993; 

Hermans & Dimaggio, 2004; Hermans & Konopka, 2010) offers a privileged framework 

for the study of the complex processes involved in the meaning-making process.  

All the studies presented in this dissertation have been conducted in the context of 

the Innovative Moments Research Group of Minho University from September 2012 to 

March 2017 and are thus grounded in the same narrative-dialogical tradition that has 

characterized this group´s activity throughout the years. It is, then, through a narrative-

dialogical lens that the present dissertation focuses on a complex issue commonly faced 

in psychotherapy – ambivalence -, herein conceptualized as a specific dialogical 

relationship between different positions of the self. Particularly, the works that are 

presented intend to shed theoretical and empirical light upon the processes through which 
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ambivalence may come to be resolved in the therapeutic context, as clients make their 

way toward change.  

This introductory section will set the theoretical stage in which the empirical works 

will subsequently be presented. I intended to be as succinct as possible in order to 

facilitate the engagement of the reader but as extensive as needed in order to create an 

intelligible sequence of notions that can succeed at providing a coherent setting for the 

next chapters. The Introduction is thus subdivided in three sections: a) The Dialogical 

Self and Self-Narratives; b) Ambivalence in Psychotherapy and c) Introducing the 

Current Studies. I start with the definition of the combined concept of the dialogical self 

through its decomposition and the presenting of its theoretical heritages. Subsequently, 

the theoretical connection between the concept of dialogical self and self-narratives will 

be explored, paving the way to the outlining of the concept of problematic self-narratives. 

Closing the first section, the Innovative Moments Model and Coding System are 

presented as the way through problematic narratives can be challenged and eventually 

transformed. The second section will introduce the concept of ambivalence in the light of 

two distinct models: the Transtheoretical Model of Change and the Innovative Moments 

Model and highlight its centrality in the therapeutic process of change. Finally, the third 

section will introduce the empirical studies exposed in the next chapters, providing a map 

of the general and specific objectives of the line of research herein presented.  

1. THE DIALOGICAL SELF AND SELF NARRATIVES 

The concept of the dialogical self binds and finds itself at the intersection between 

the works of two thinkers: William James and Mikhail Bakhtin. The contributions of 

William James (1890) on the workings of the self include his distinction between the I 

and the Me, which has special relevance on the construction of the composite term of 

dialogical self. For James, the I is associated with the self-as-knower and has three 
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characteristics: continuity (a sense of sameness through time), distinctness (from others) 

and volition (the self-as-knower as an active processor of experience). The Me is equated 

with the self-as-known and is composed of all that the person can call his or her own 

(from his one´s body to one´s friends) for people and things belong to the self, as far as 

they are felt as ‘mine’. In James’ view, the self was ‘extended’ to the environment. With 

his conception of the extended self, James has announced later theoretical developments 

in which contrasts, oppositions and negotiations are part of a distributed, multivoiced self 

(Hermans, 2001). 

In Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin (1973) developed the concept of 

‘polyphony’ (borrowed from music) which literally means multiple voices. Bakhtin reads 

Dostoevsky’s work as comprising many different voices not subordinated to the voice of 

the author. Each of these voices has its own viewpoint, its own validity, and its own 

narrative contribution within the novel. Dostoevsky’s ‘dialogical principle’ stands in 

contrast to ‘monologism’ in which one transcendental perspective integrates all the 

behaviors, values and desires that are deemed significant. In a monological perspective, 

other subjects have value only in relation to the transcendent perspective and so, they are 

reduced to the status of objects, not being recognized as another consciousness. 

1.1. The dialogical Self at the Jamesian-Bahktinian intersection 

Assembling the original Jamesian notions of the self and the Bakhtinian polyphonic 

metaphor, the dialogical self gathers what is usually seen has taking place internally (the 

self) and what is commonly seen has happening externally, that is, between the person 

and the other (dialogue). By bringing the two notions together in the joint concept of 

dialogical self, the between is interiorized into the within and the within is exteriorized 

into the between (Hermans & Gieser, 2012). Consequently, instead of having a separate 

existence from society, the self is part of society, becoming a “society of mind” (Minsky, 
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1985). On the other hand, society is not surrounding the self, society is seen as a society-

of-selves, that is, the self is an intrinsic part of it. In this sense then, the dialogical self is 

a dynamic diversity of I-positions in which the I springs from its exchange with the 

environment and is capable of moving from one position to another, in time and space. It 

is this fluctuation among different and opposed positions of the self that enables the 

establishment of relationships between them (Hermans & Gieser, 2012).  

1.2. Dialogical Self and the construction of Self-Narratives 

A number of authors have suggested a narrative organization of most psychological 

processes (Bruner, 1990; Hermans & Kempen, 1994; McAdams, 1993), that is, that 

people make sense of themselves and the world through the making of stories. Requiring 

a process of selection and synthesis of life experiences (McAdams, 1993) and containing 

a set of assumptions and expectations which constrains the interpretation of events 

(Freedman & Combs, 1996), self-narratives organize events diachronically, linking the 

past, the present and the conceivable future in an intelligible way (Angus & McLeod, 

2004).  

The concept of self-narrative and the dialogical self meet when we consider that it 

is through the dialogical processes of negotiation, tension, disagreement and alliance 

between different positions of the self that the process of self-narrative construction takes 

place (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995). Both the innovative moments (described in 

detail later in this section) and the assimilation model conceptualize self-narratives as the 

result of the continuous dialogue between the multiple internal voices. The assimilation 

model (Stiles, 2002, 2011) suggests that people’s experiences leave agentic traces which 

can be reactivated and used as resources in new situations. Being agentic, as opposed to 

inert, these traces have a story to tell, much as voices in the self that, when triggered by 

circumstances, can speak and act. In this context, the self is viewed as a community of 
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voices - a dialogical view of the self - and self-narratives are the result of the dialogue 

between the voices that are present in this community. As in Bahktin´s polyphonic novel, 

the many voices, the many characters and the relationships they enliven have significant 

contributions to the ultimate work.  

1.3. Problematic Self-Narratives 

Flexibility is an important self-narrative feature (Adler, Wagner & McAdams, 

2007; Gonçalves et al., 2002) and it refers to the variety of experiences, behaviors and 

interpretations it entangles (Gonçalves, Korman, & Angus, 2002). When this flexibility 

is impaired, self-narratives can become insensible to the diversity of experiences 

(Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009), excluding every experience that is not congruent 

with it. Michael White (White & Epston, 1990) refers to such narratives as problem 

saturated narratives as virtually the whole of the person´s identity is contaminated by the 

problem (e.g., from suffering from anxiety to being an anxious person).   

In dialogical terms, these problematic narratives are characterized by an 

asymmetrical relationship between the different positions of the self in the sense that a 

position or a group of positions of the self tends to totalize the exchange (Cooper, 2004). 

This monopolization by some and systematic oppression of other positions of the self 

results in the tautological nature of the dominant problematic self-narrative .  

It is important to keep in mind that not all forms of dominance are problematic. As 

Hermans and Gieser (2012) point out, “although dialogue and monologue can be 

considered – at the conceptual level - as qualitatively different, they can be described, 

from an analytical point of view, as taking different degrees on a continuum” (p. 13).  

Dominance is only problematic when characterized by such a rigidity that a systematic 

dismissal and silencing of different positions of the self is inevitable. From this point on, 

in the present dissertation, dominance will be a frequently used term. Attention will be 
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given to the differentiation between problematic dominance (as in problematic dominant 

self narratives) and other forms of dominance.  

1.4. Challenging Dominant Self Narratives: The Innovative Moments Model 

Departing from the narrative metaphor (see Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995; 

White & Epston, 1990) according to which clients change by changing the stories they 

tell about themselves and their lives, Gonçalves, et al. (2009) further explored this 

metaphor by reflecting on the way change is depicted from the perspective of the 

reauthoring model of White and Epston (1990), particularly on the concept of “unique 

outcome”.   

As Bakhtin (2000) proposed, suppressing the other (external or internalized) is 

never totally possible, given the dialogical nature of existence (see Gonçalves & 

Guilfoyle, 2006; Salgado & Gonçalves, 2007; Valsiner, 2004). In narrative terms, this 

impossibility to attain a totally monological condition relates to the fact that there are 

always exceptions to the problem-saturated narrative, which White & Epston (1990) term 

“unique outcomes”. Unique outcomes are akin to openings in the problem saturated self-

narrative and thus occasions for new stories to be told, and in this way, a chance for 

therapeutic change to happen. Dialogically, unique outcomes constitute opportunities for 

new positions of the self to have their voices heard and to tell stories from their own point 

of view, usually one that is very different from the problematically dominant self-

narrative´s perspective.  

In the perspective of the Innovative Moments Model (Gonçalves et al., 2009), 

change occurs precisely as clients move from the maintenance of problematic self 

narratives to its transformation through the occurrence and elaboration of unique 

outcomes, empirical operationalized as innovative moments (IMs). Thus, while the 

problematic self-narrative is the maladaptive rule (the one that brought the client to 
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therapy), IMs are the exceptions to this rule (e.g.  new thoughts, feelings, and actions). 

This model suggests that it is through the repetitive surfacing and elaboration of new 

meanings (IMs), materialized in different types of IMs (action, protest, reflection and 

reconceptualization, exposed in the next section) that a more inclusive meaning-making 

process is achieved (Gonçalves et al., 2009).  

1.5. The Innovative Moments Coding System (IMCS) 

The Innovative Moments Coding System (IMCS; Gonçalves, et al, 2009; 

Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Mendes, Matos, & Santos, 2011) is a qualitative method that allows 

for the identification of different IMs in contrast to the previous problematic self-

narrative. For example, if the problematic self narrative´s main theme revolves around 

excessive guilt and responsibility taking over life´s events (e.g. “If only I would have 

stayed home, nothing bad would have happened”), an IM would occur each time the client 

revealed a distinct point of view on similar situations or contexts (e.g. “I could never have 

predicted what was about to happen, I cannot blame myself for this”).  

Seven types of IMs have been proposed (Gonçalves et al., 2016): (1) action I: 

performed and intended actions to overcome the problem; (2) reflection I: new 

understandings of the problem; (3) protest I: objections to the problem and its 

assumptions; (4) action II: generalization of good outcomes into the future and other life 

dimensions (performed or projected actions); (5) reflection II: contrasting self (what 

changed) or self-transformation process (how/why did change occur); (6): protest II: 

assertiveness and empowerment; (7): reconceptualization: meta reflection that involves 

bot the perception of what is changing and the understanding of the processes involved 

in this transformation (process).   

Besides considering distinct narrative exceptions, the IMCS also recognizes that 

these may present different potential in fostering more adaptive and inclusive meaning-
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making processes (Cunha, Gonçalves, Valsiner, Mendes & Ribeiro, 2012; Montesano, 

Gonçalves & Feixas, 2015). Low-level IMs (action I, reflection I and protest I) imply an 

attempt of distancing from the problem through the expression of intentions and new 

understanding of the problem’s assumptions and consequences. High-level IMs (action 

II, reflection II, protest II and reconceptualization) on the contrary, are centered on change 

in the sense that they imply the identification, elaboration and expansion of different and 

innovative meanings. While low-level IMs do not allow, by themselves, the development 

of new self-narratives, high-level IMs include several processes by which the self-

narrative transformation can occur (Mendes et al., 2011; Gonçalves & Silva, 2014). For 

example, the identification of contrasts between past and present selves, allowing for a 

sense of continuity of the self or the elaboration of the processes involved in the changes 

that took place during therapy are important aspects that are present in high-level IMs that 

are central to the process of change.   

Empirical research with the IMCS has been developed in different samples 

involving different therapeutic models such as constructivist grief therapy (Alves et al., 

2014), client-centered therapy (Gonçalves et al., 2012b), narrative therapy (Gonçalves et 

al., 2015), cognitive-behavior therapy (Gonçalves, Silva, Ribeiro, Batista, & Sousa, 

2016), and emotion-focused therapy (Mendes et al., 2011). Results have consistently 

revealed that recovered cases presented more IMs and more high-level IMs (e.g. 

Gonçalves et al., 2015; Montesano, Gonçalves, & Feixas, 2015) when compared to 

unchanged cases, suggesting that the process of change in psychotherapy entails the 

emergence of IMs, and that certain types of innovation are particularly associated with 

symptoms´ improvement. 
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2. AMBIVALENCE IN PSYCHOTHERAPY 

As we have seen, when conceptualized through a dialogical lens, the self is not a 

unique, solid entity wherein a solitary voice speaks only to itself. On the contrary, the self 

is composed of many different positions representing distinct facets, urges, wishes, 

emotions, thoughts and values. These may, of course, converge or diverge. When specific 

forms of divergence are present, the meaning-making system can come to an impasse.  

In an effort to circumvent the common insularity (and consequent plurality) of 

definitions that are present in distinct approaches to ambivalence, Engle and Arkowitz 

(2006) conceptualize ambivalence from the intersection of a number of theoretical and 

empirical works and distinguish the concepts of ambivalence (termed resistant 

ambivalence) and resistance which are often used interchangeably. According to the 

authors´ definition, while resistance refers to behaviors that interfere with making 

progress toward desired changes, resistant ambivalence constitutes a subset of resistance 

which refers simultaneously to movements toward and away from change. Thus, 

ambivalence represents an approach–avoidance conflict (Dollard & Miller, 1950) 

involving a behavior usually accompanied by negative affect in which a) people express 

some desire to change, b) believe that the change will improve their lives and that 

effective strategies are available, c) have adequate information about executing those 

strategies but d) nonetheless do not employ them sufficiently for change to happen (Engle 

& Arkowitz, 2006). 

2.1. The Transtheoretical Model and Motivational Interviewing  

The concept of ambivalence, its centrality in the psychotherapeutic process, and the 

importance of its resolution so that real change can happen assumed an important role in 

clinical practice and research with the Transtheoretical Model (TTM; Prochaska & 

DiClemente, 1983; DiClemente & Prochaska, 1985). This model proposes an integrative 
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framework for understanding the process of change and describes a series of stages (pre-

contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance) through which 

people pass as they change a behavior. Although it is essentially in the contemplation 

stage that ambivalence takes a central role, it represents an essential aspect throughout 

the entire process. The impact of the stages of change on outcome was documented by 

the meta-analytic findings of Norcross, Krebs, and Prochaska (2011) which included 39 

studies and reached a medium effect size (d=0.46).  

Additionally, the TTM, in particular the Stages of Change feature of the model, 

played a central role in the development of Motivational Interviewing and brief 

interventions using a motivational approach (DiClemente, 1999; Miller & Rollnick, 

1991). The authors define motivational interviewing as a directive, client-centered 

counseling style for prompting behavior change by assisting clients in exploring and 

resolving ambivalence (Rollnick & Miller, 1995, p. 1): the examination and resolution of 

ambivalence towards change is its central purpose.  

2.2. Ambivalence and the Return to the Problem Marker 

Process research on the innovative moments in psychotherapy (Gonçalves et al., 

2010; Gonçalves et al., 2009; Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Mendes et al., 2011; Mendes et al., 

2010) allowed for the study of ambivalence at a different, closer level, as well as for the 

development of an empirical measure of ambivalence, termed return to the problem 

marker (RPM) (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Santos, Gonçalves, & Conde, 2009).  

As we have seen, studies have found that IMs are more recurrent in recovered than 

in unchanged cases (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Mendes et al., 2011; Matos, Santos, Gonçalves, 

& Martins, 2009; Mendes et al., 2010), suggesting that the process of change in 

psychotherapy entails the emergence of IMs. However, this IMs´ potential to promote 

sustained change may be reduced by the attenuation of its meaning. This is the case when 
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the client devaluates, trivializes or denies the innovation that had just taken place. 

Returning to the example given in the previous section, if a given client´s problematic 

self-narrative´s main theme revolves around excessive guilt and responsibility taking over 

life´s events, the sentence: “I could never have predicted what was about to happen, I 

cannot blame myself for this” would be coded as an IM. Now let´s imagine that after this 

sentence, the client would continue by saying: “But it is very hard for me not to think 

there was something else I could do”. This last sentence would be coded as an RPM. In 

this sense, an RPM is an empirical marker of ambivalence since it consists of the 

emergence of an innovative position (an IM) that is immediately followed by a 

reemphasis of the problematic pattern.  

The conflict between positions expressed in this example is a clear manifestation of 

the dialogical nature of the self. In the case of ambivalence, we have two opposing wishes: 

on the one hand, to keep the self stable and to avoid the discomfort generated by the 

uncertainty of the new and the unknown and, on the other hand, to avoid the suffering of 

the usual, old, problematic functioning patterns. When the client is dominated by 

ambivalence he or she oscillates between one and the other: producing novelties that 

could prompt change, and attenuating the potential to produce further change with RPMs. 

Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles et al. (2011) speculate that this may be related to the 

destabilization that IMs incite in the way the client usually experiences reality (the 

dominant self-narrative), creating a sense of discrepancy or interruption. Congruently, 

Engle and collaborators (Engle & Arkowitz, 2008; Engle & Holiman, 2002) have 

emphasized that this discrepancy may be experienced as a threat, evoking a self-protective 

response, in an effort to restore the continuity of the self.  

When this tendency to attenuate IMs meanings through a sudden comeback to the 

problematic narrative is maintained throughout the whole process of psychotherapy, the 
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process of change may be endangered. In fact, studies on ambivalence revealed that RPMs 

are more frequent in unchanged than in recovered cases (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles et al., 

2011) and also that in recovered cases, the frequency of RPMs decreases as treatment 

evolves, while in unchanged cases it remains stable or even increases as treatment 

progresses (Ribeiro et al., 2014).  

3. INTRODUCING THE CURRENT STUDIES 

Change is rarely achieved through a clear, smooth progression. On the contrary, 

change is habitually erratic and characterized by advances and regressions. Mahoney 

(1991) has proposed that personal change occurs in an oscillating manner rather than in 

an even progression. These oscillations usually indicate ambivalence (Engle & Arkowitz, 

2006).  Ambivalence is thus taken as a natural part of every change process (Engle & 

Arkowitz, 2006; Velicer, DiClemente, Prochaska, & Brandenburg, 1985) but also one 

that may turn into a paralyzing obstacle in the way of change, if left unattended. 

Therefore, ambivalence should be properly identified, addressed and, mostly, resolved, if 

sustained change is to take place (Miller & Rollnick, 2002).  

The empirical study of the dialogical processes by which clients can resolve the 

paralyzing tension between an innovative and a problematic position of the self is a 

challenging task to pursue, especially as it demands a fine-grained tracking of the 

dialogues between different positions of the self. I nevertheless trust this kind of empirical 

microanalysis of the ambivalence resolution process is a task worth undertaking since it 

will allow a closer study of clients´ subtle successful and unsuccessful movements toward 

change.  

Departing from empirical research on IMs and specifically from the concept of 

ambivalence therein operationalized as the immediate return to the problematic narrative 

after the emergence if an IM (empirically measured by the RPM), in this thesis I will 
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present a series of studies that aimed at the empirical exploration of the ambivalence 

resolution process in psychotherapy. The first study (Chapter I) presents a system that 

allows for the study of ambivalence resolution in psychotherapy – the Ambivalence 

Resolution Coding System (ARCS) – and reports findings from the intensive analysis of 

a successful case of Emotion Focused Therapy with the ARCS. From this study, two 

processes involved in ambivalence resolution emerged: dominance and negotiation. The 

first process entails an imposition from the innovative position unto the problematic 

position resulting in a more monological way of resolving the conflict between positions 

of the self, while the second process – negotiation – entails a more respectful 

communication between opposed positions. This study was innovative as it represented 

the first empirical attempt to identify the processes initially proposed by Gonçalves and 

Ribeiro (2012) and culminated in the development of a coding system that allowed for 

the further investigation of these processes in different cases and samples.  

The purpose of the second study (Chapter II) was precisely to understand if the 

insights into the ambivalence resolution process incited by the first case study with a 

successful case of EFT would be corroborated after the study of a larger sample of clinical 

cases conducted with different therapeutic models. In this study, I was also interested in 

testing the ARCS ability to be used outside the limits of therapeutic approaches where 

different positions of the self are systematically explored (i.e., EFT). Finally, I sought to 

understand if dominance and negotiation were actual predictors of ambivalence resolution 

and if both clinical outcome and type of therapeutic modality were significant predictors 

of ambivalence resolution.  

Both the first and the second studies were performed with clinical samples of clients 

diagnosed with major depression (APA, 2002). The third and last study (Chapter III) used 

a sample of clinical cases diagnosed with complicated grief and conducted with 
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Constructivist Grief Therapy (CGT) grounded in the Meaning Reconstruction approach 

proposed by Neimeyer (2001, 2006). The main objective of this last study was to 

understand if the results obtained in the previous studies with major depression would be 

similar in a sample of complicated grief cases. As with the first study that lead to the 

development of the ARCS, in this last study an a priori systematic exploration of the 

content of the ambivalence resolution processes was carried out, a process which lead to 

a more detailed exploration and further refinement of the system´s categories.  
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CHAPTER I 

 

AMBIVALENCE RESOLUTION IN EMOTION-FOCUSED THERAPY: 

THE SUCCESSFUL CASE OF SARAH1 

 

1. ABSTRACT 

Ambivalence can be understood as a cyclical movement between two opposing 

positions of the self: one expressed in a novelty—an Innovative Moment (IM)—and 

another one conveyed by a return to the maladaptive pattern. If not properly addressed 

and resolved during therapy, ambivalence can prevent change and lead to 

psychotherapeutic failure. Two processes of ambivalence resolution - dominance and 

negotiation – have been suggested and are herein empirically explored in a successful 

case of emotion-focused therapy. The entire 18 sessions were independently coded with 

three coding systems – The Innovative Moments, The Ambivalence and the Ambivalence 

Resolution Coding Systems. Results revealed that ambivalence tended to be resolved 

from the initial to the final sessions. Although resolutions through dominance tended to 

decrease and resolutions through negotiation seemingly increased along treatment, 

dominance was, nonetheless, the most prominent process of resolution along the whole 

treatment. The results suggest that although the integration of opposing parts of the self 

seems to be a necessary process for psychotherapeutic success, a less integrative process 

of ambivalence resolution may also be an important resource along the process. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. Ambivalence and the Ambivalence Marker 

Ambivalence is probably a natural process in psychotherapeutic change as changing 

implies challenging the current, albeit dysfunctional, schemas, internal structures or 

                                                           
1 Published paper: Braga, C., Oliveira, J. T., Ribeiro, A., Gonçalves, M. M. (2016). Ambivalence Resolution 
in Emotion-Focused Therapy. Psychotherapy Research.  
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constructs (Velicer, DiClemente, Prochaska, and Brandenburg, 1985). However, when 

people are not able to overcome ambivalence, problems can persist and even intensify 

(Miller & Rollnick, 2002), eventually leading to psychotherapeutic failure and increased 

psychological suffering.   

Research on the innovative moments in psychotherapy (Gonçalves, et al., 2010; 

Gonçalves, et al., 2011; Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009; Matos, et al., 2009; Mendes, 

et al., 2010) stirred the development of an empirical measure of ambivalence – the 

ambivalence marker (AM) (previously, return to the problem marker) (Gonçalves, 

Ribeiro, Santos, Gonçalves & Conde, 2009). The definition of AMs requires the prior 

definition of IMs. Innovative moments (IMs) are moments during the therapeutic 

conversation in which a new way (i.e. different from the problematic pattern that brought 

the client to therapy) of feeling, thinking, and/or acting emerges (Gonçalves et al., 2011). 

Studies have found that IMs are more frequent in recovered than in unchanged cases 

(Gonçalves et al., 2011; Matos et al., 2009; Mendes et al., 2010), suggesting that the 

process of psychotherapeutic change entails the emergence of IMs. AMs consist of the 

emergence of an IM that is subsequently devalued by the client, as the problematic pattern 

is reemphasized. The following example illustrates this process: “I’m less depressed 

lately and I’ve been feeling more positive, seeing things from a different perspective (IM), 

but I don’t believe this will last, I’m a depressed person after all (AM)”. In this sentence, 

the client produces an IM but just after its emergence, the change potential of the IM is 

aborted by its devaluation, emphasizing the dominance of the previous problematic 

pattern. Studies on ambivalence have shown that AMs are more frequent in unchanged 

than in recovered cases (Gonçalves et al., 2011), and that in recovered cases the frequency 

of AMs decreases throughout treatment, while in unchanged cases it remains stable or 

even increases as treatment progresses (Ribeiro et al., 2014). 
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From a theoretical perspective, understanding these differences between recovered 

and unchanged cases implies taking IM’s potential to create discontinuity and uncertainty 

into account (Gonçalves & Ribeiro, 2011). Each IM can be considered a bifurcation point 

(see Valsiner & Sato, 2006), that is, a moment in which the client must resolve a tension 

between two opposing positions – one expressed in the IM and the other expressed in the 

problematic pattern. Clients can resolve this tension by expanding novelty (i.e. the IM) 

and creating an opportunity to change, or by minimizing novelty through a return to the 

problem (empirically observed through an AM), which enables the client to avoid the 

discomfort generated by novelty and discontinuity and to keep stability, even if it is 

problematic. Recovered clients amplify the novelty potential present in the IMs, further 

elaborating the current IM or producing more IMs, while unchanged cases often minimize 

the change IMs´ potential through an AM.  

2.2. The Resolution of Ambivalence 

Based on the assumption that ambivalence is a major issue in psychotherapeutic 

change that must be resolved so that significant gains can be attained (Miller & Rollnick, 

2002), Gonçalves and Ribeiro (2011) carried out an intensive qualitative exploration on 

how ambivalence can be resolved, from the perspective of innovative moments. This 

study suggested the existence of, at least, two different processes by which ambivalence 

can be overcome: (1) dominance of the innovative position and consequent inhibition of 

the problematic position and (2) the negotiation between both positions. In the dominance 

process, the innovative position strives to regulate the problematic position by affirming 

the innovative´s position authority, in a process which apparently implies a role reversal: 

the previously dominated position now seems to be the dominating one. In the negotiation 

process, the conflicting positions seem to be considerately communicating with one 

another, and a dynamic flow between opposites seems to be taking place.  
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We hypothesize that, as treatment develops in successful cases, negotiation between 

positions increases, while dominance of the innovative position decreases. This 

theoretical hypothesis is supported by studies that have been suggesting an increasing 

integration of opposing elements of the self along the therapeutic process. For example, 

the assimilation model (Stiles et al., 1990; Stiles, 2002) suggests that successful 

psychotherapy cases tend to follow a pattern of change in which the problematic 

experiences are progressively integrated in the community of voices, a sequence that is 

summarized in the eight levels of the Assimilation of Problematic Experiences Scale´s 

(APES). Studies have found that successful cases often reach level 4 or higher, whereas 

poor outcome cases seldom achieve this level (Detert, Llewelyn, Hardy, Barkham, & 

Stiles, 2006). Level 4 consists of the formulation and understanding of the problematic 

experience as a meaning bridge develops between the voices, implying an understanding 

of the other´s position. Markers of this level include the client´s recognition of different 

perspectives to the problem and a new understanding and accepting (Detert et al., 2006). 

Thus, the creation of a meaning bridge, which consists of a common language between 

positions of the self, aids the negotiation between positions rather than a trial of strength 

between them. Congruently with the assimilation model, in the innovative moments´ 

model, reconceptualization IMs are associated with successful change. 

Reconceptualization is a form of insight in which a meaning bridge is established between 

the problematic position and the innovative position. Finally, in emotion-focused therapy 

(Greenberg & Watson, 1998) empty chair and two chair techniques enable the client to 

enact internalized positions of the self in a way that promotes the dialogue between 

positions in order to facilitate emotional processing and integration, since this is a central 

aspect of more adaptive emotional responses and experience.  
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In contrast to what has been suggested by these models, the exploratory study 

performed by Gonçalves and Ribeiro (2011) has suggested that successful cases can 

resolve ambivalence also through the dominance of the innovative position, raising 

important questions about the process of ambivalence resolution: can ambivalence be 

solved only through the integration and dialogue between opposing positions of the self, 

or is there a less integrative way to resolve ambivalence – the dominance process? In this 

sense, the empirical study of the resolution of ambivalence is of central importance if we 

are to understand how this process evolves along treatment and consequently to 

successfully assist clients in their process of change. In order to make this possible we 

developed a coding system that allows for the tracking of ambivalence resolution in 

psychotherapy. In this article we present this coding system and illustrate its application 

to a successful case of emotion focused therapy. 

3. METHOD 

3.1. Client 

For this intensive study with the Ambivalence Resolution Coding System (ARCS), 

a case that integrated the York I depression sample (Greenberg & Watson, 1998) was 

used. Sarah (fictional name) was a 35-year-old divorced Caucasian woman at the time of 

the York I Depression Study (Greenberg & Watson, 1998). She had been diagnosed with 

major depressive disorder, assessed using the Structural Clinical Interview for the DSM-

III-R (Spitzer, Williams, Gibbons, & First, 1989), had been randomly assigned to EFT 

and seen for 18 sessions. Sarah´s problematic pattern was essentially related to a lack of 

assertiveness (passiveness) in all relationships and social contexts which among other 

consequences, kept her from being able to define and express her own desires and 

opinions and impelled her to “cater too much to other people” which in turn ended up 
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engendering feelings of distrust in other people and ultimately led to a disinvestment in 

social relationships. 

3.2. Therapy 

Emotion-focused therapy (EFT). EFT entails the fundamentals of client centered 

therapy in addition to interventions from experiential and gestalt therapies that target 

specific intrapsychological and interpersonal issues. A key argument of EFT is that 

emotions are essential to the construction and organization of the self. Thus, change can 

occur if people are assisted in making sense of their emotions through the awareness, 

expression, regulation, reflection, transformation and corrective experience of emotions 

in the context of an empathic relationship that facilitates these processes (Greenberg, 

2010).  Specific emotion-focus interventions of EFT are: focusing on an unclear bodily 

felt sense; the imagined re-experience of a problematic situation; empty chair dialogues 

which facilitate the communication of unresolved feelings to significant others and the 

two chair dialogue where clients enact their critical inner voices (Greenberg & Watson, 

1998). In Sarah´s case, all of these have been used, except for the imagined re-experience 

of a problematic situation. 

3.3.Therapist 

Sarah´s therapist was a female doctoral student in clinical psychology, age 33 at the 

time of treatment. Therapist training included a 24 weeks training according to the manual 

developed for the York I Depression Study (Greenberg, Rice & Elliott, 1993). The training 

consisted of eight weeks of CCT, six weeks for systematic evocative unfolding, six weeks 

for two-chair dialogue and four weeks for empty-chair dialogue.  

3.4.Measures 

3.4.1. Innovative Moments Coding System (IMCS). Prior to the application of the 

ARCS, all sessions had been previously coded with the IMCS (Gonçalves et al., 2011) 
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which comprises five different types of IMs: action, reflection, protest, 

reconceptualization, and performing change1. We calculated the proportion of each IM 

type (the percentage of time dedicated to that specific type of IM) for each session and 

for the whole process as well as the total proportion of IMs (i.e., the sum of salience of 

the five types) as the percentage of time dedicated IMs in the session and throughout the 

process. The agreement between the two independent judges on overall IM proportion 

was .89. Reliability of distinguishing IM´s type assessed by Cohen’s kappa was .86, 

showing strong agreement between judges (Hill & Lambert, 2004). The systems´ validity 

was inferred through studies relating the presence and evolution of IMs (process) to case’s 

outcome. These studies were carried out with different psychotherapeutic approaches: 

Narrative Therapy (Gonçalves et al., in press; Matos et al., 2009), Client Centered 

Therapy (Gonçalves et al., 2011), Constructivist Grief Therapy (Alves, et al., 2013), 

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (Gonçalves et al., 2015) and Emotion Focused Therapy 

(Mendes et al., 2010). The system´s reliability ranged from a Cohen’s Kappa of .86 in 

Narrative Therapy (Matos et al., 2009) to .97 for Client Centered Therapy (Gonçalves et 

al., 2011), indicating a strong agreement. 

3.4.2. Ambivalence Coding System (ACS). The Ambivlence Coding System (ACS; 

Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Santos, Gonçalves, & Conde, 2009), also applied to all sessions prior 

to the study, is a qualitative system that examines the reappearance of the problematic 

pattern immediately after the emergence of an IM (Ambivalence Markers). A .93 Cohen´s 

Kappa value revealed a strong inter-rater agreement. Previous studies using the ACS 

(Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles, et al., 2011; Ribeiro, Cruz, Mendes, et al., 2012; Ribeiro et 

al., 2013) also reported strong inter-rater agreement, with Cohen´s Kappa of between .88 

and .93.  

                                                           
1 The Innovative Moments Model was reformulated to discriminate 7 types of IMs, as mentioned in the 
Introduction section of the present dissertation.  
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3.4.3. The Ambivalence Resolution Coding System (ARCS). The Ambivalence 

Resolution Coding System (ARCS) was constructed to allow for the empirical study of 

the resolution of ambivalence. The system identifies the two processes of ambivalence 

resolution (dominance and negotiation) and was constructed, refined and validated 

through a thorough analysis of 90 sessions of six EFT cases belonging to the Greenberg 

& Watson’s (1998) study. The coding implies the sequential analysis of each IM. Each 

IM must be coded as resolution or no resolution and if a resolution is present, as 

dominance or negotiation. The category of no resolution is applied when neither 

dominance nor negotiation are present or when the IM is immediately followed by an 

AM. 

3.4.3.1. Development of the ARCS.  

3.4.3.1.1. Consensual definition of the problematic pattern (or problematic self-

narrative). The definition of the problematic self-narrative was elaborated in accordance 

with the procedure used in the Innovative Moments Coding System (Gonçalves et al., 

2011). First, the judges carefully read the entire sessions` transcripts. Next, they 

separately described the facets of the problematic self-narrative as close as possible to the 

client’s words before they met and discussed these descriptions. From this discussion, a 

consensual definition of the facets of the problematic self-narrative was achieved. 

3.4.3.1.2. Construction of Markers of Resolution. It is important to clarify that we 

are essentially concerned with the process of ambivalence resolution during 

psychotherapy. This means that we are not only looking for the final resolution of 

ambivalence (i.e., how the positions end up relating by the end of treatment) but also 

trying to understand how this process evolves along treatment. Therefore, we are mainly 

concerned with what we might term micro-resolutions, that is, moments when there is an 

agentic and determined resolution of ambivalence, even if this is a momentary one. This 
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temporary nature of micro-resolutions means that the specific subject of ambivalence that 

is resolved in one session could be raised again in the next session, or even in the same 

one but they are nonetheless resolutions of ambivalence in a specific moment. We 

speculate that it is the repetition of these micro-resolutions along treatment that will allow 

for the understanding of the overall process of resolution.  

In order to further facilitate the description of the resolution phenomenon and the 

coding of ambivalence resolution, and as a result of the cumulative discussions and 

adjustments made by the judges during the phase of coding dominance and negotiation, 

a list of markers of resolution was constructed (see table I.1). These are not categories to 

be coded but rather indicators of the presence of a moment of resolution.  
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Table I.1 Markers of Resolution 

Marker Examples 

Expressing 

desires/intentions/limits 

(In course, projected or already 

taken attitudes or actions; 
Expressing towards self or others)  

This is what I want now 

Maybe this will be different one day but right now this is what I want from 

them 

I know this would be good for him, but I also have to know what´s good for 

me 

This is what I deserve 

I don´t deserve this 

I don´t want this (anymore) 

This I will do, that I will not 

I have to stop thinking of other people and start thinking about myself 

It will probably be hard, but I think I can do it 

This is how it is going to be 

I will never do that again 

I told her everything I had to tell her 

For the last two weeks all of a sudden it's like no, it's me, and what I need, 

and what can I put up with 

Self-instructions (don´t do that, do this, so be it…) 

Just back off, I have to pull it together for myself first 

I'll help you, which I do, but only if I can make things work for myself first 

 

Ultimatums 

 

Either this or that 

If this, than that 

Distancing  

 

This is not an issue anymore 

I don´t care if she doesn´t 

That´s not my problem 

Conclusions, 

generalizations, 

lessons, maxims 

 

When people do this, I can do that 

That´s just the way it is 

You have to take the good with the bad 

Let the chips fall where they will 

I can´t be loved by everybody 
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3.4.3.1.3. Construction of Markers of Types of Resolution (Dominance and 

Negotiation). In coding the different types of resolution, judges considered the definition 

of dominance and negotiation previously presented and first suggested by Gonçalves and 

Ribeiro (2011). After independently coding each session, the judges met to assess the 

reliability of the procedure and to detect differences in their ratings. Dissimilarities were 

resolved through discussion. During these meetings, the judges also discussed the 

procedures and criteria they used, a process which culminated in the formulated data-

driven markers (see table I.2) of dominance and negotiation that facilitate the 

identification and coding of both processes of ambivalence resolution.   
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Table I. 2: Markers of Dominance and Negotiation 

Process Definition Examples 

Dominance The new self-position strives to 

regulate the problematic position 

by affirming its dominance, in a 

process which seems to imply a 

role reversal: the previously 

dominated position now seems to 

be the dominating one.  

I´m never going to do that again; 

 I was afraid but then I thought: so 

what?;  

My mind is made up, there is no turning 

back;  

I want you to take me as I am; 

 I don´t ever want to see him again 

Negotiation The opposing voices seem to be 

respectfully communicating with 

one another, enabling a dynamic 

movement between the opposites, 

rather than a fixation on one of 

them  

Compromise: the positions negotiate 

conditions (e.g., I will do this but not 

that; there´s only this much I will do) 

Support/Encouragement: the positions 

support/encourage each other (e.g., the 

(ex) self critic now encourages and 

supports the new position) 

Acceptance: the positions accept each 

other´s differences and concerns (e.g., 

the new position understands and accepts 

the problematic position´s concerns) 
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3.4.3.1.4. Preliminary Validation of the ARCS. The ARCS was constructed, refined 

and validated through a thorough analysis of 90 sessions of six EFT cases belonging to 

the Greenberg and Watson’s (1998) study. Of the six clients in this sample, four were 

women and two were men (age range = 27 - 63 years, M = 45.50 years, SD =13.78). 

Clients completed an average of 17.50 (SD = 1.87) sessions. Five of the clients were 

married and one was divorced. All the clients were Caucasian. 

Three of these cases were recovered cases and three were unchanged cases. This 

distinction was based on a Reliable Change Index (Jacobson & Truax, 1991) of the Beck 

Depression Inventory (Beck, Steer, & Garbin, 1988; Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & 

Erbaugh, 1961). To assess inter-judge reliability, two judges independently coded all the 

sessions of the six cases used to construct the ARCS. Cohen´s Kappa values was .89 for 

the presence vs. absence of resolution and .82 for the dominance vs. the negotiation 

processes of resolution.  

3.5. Procedure  

Sarah´s case was chosen from the same sample that was used to construct the 

system. We present an intensive analysis of a single case in order to illustrate the process 

of ambivalence resolution in a deeper, detailed manner that we believe can be more 

informative of the ambivalence resolution process. The decision to present a successful 

case had to do with the fact that successful cases have a significantly higher frequency of 

IMs, and thus they also represent a higher probability to find more resolutions, which 

contributes to the informational value of the present study. Finally, from the 3 successful 

cases that composed the sample, Sarah´s case was arbitrarily chosen. For the sake of 

parsimony and intelligibility, we will focus the analysis on the 3 first, the 3 middle, and 

the 3 final sessions of treatment.  
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4. RESULTS  

Table I.3 exhibits the fundamental contrast between Sarah´s problematic and 

innovative positions. The positions oppose each other in a clear and intuitive manner and 

the exposed items reflect their central tenets, achieved through a consensual analysis as 

described above. Figure I.1 illustrates the mean percentage of resolutions through 

dominance, through negotiation and the mean percentage of IMs with AMs for the initial 

(1st to 3rd session), the middle (8th to 10th session) and the final (16th to 18th session) 

sessions of treatment. A decreasing tendency of IMs with AMs from the initial (24%) to 

the final sessions (3%) was observed, indicating a decrease in ambivalence throughout 

treatment. In terms of resolutions, while the percentage of resolutions through dominance 

tended to decrease from the initial (86%) to the final sessions (47%), the percentage of 

resolutions through negotiation seemingly increased from the initial (14%) to the last 

(53%) sessions of treatment. 

Table I.3: Sarah´s Problematic and Innovative Self-Narrative Main Topics 

Problematic Self-Position New Self-Position 

Difficulty defining own desires and opinions Clearly defining own desires and opinions 

Excessive need to be validated by others Self-validation 

Excessive need to “cater to others” Desire to satisfy own needs 

Fear of rejection Self- acceptance 

Disinvestment in social relationships Investment in social relationships 
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Figure I.1: Mean percentage of IMs with AM, Dominance and Negotiation for the 

initial (1st to 3rd session), the middle (8th to 10th session) and the final (16th to 

18th session) sessions of treatment. 

 

4.1. Initial Phase of Treatment (sessions 1 to 3) 

As previously mentioned, Sarah was essentially struggling between the need for 

others´ approval and acceptance vs. the need to validate and accept her own wishes and 

decisions. Illustrating this ambivalent cycle, in excerpt 1 (session 2) Sarah is referring to 

her contradictory needs of a) choosing someone to interact with whom she feels 

comfortable, disregarding what other people say about it, and b) feeling accepted by 

everyone in the group by making an effort to spend time with other people with whom she 

does not feel comfortable.   

Excerpt 1: Seeking to be validated by others and to fulfill their needs vs. validating 

herself and dismissing others ‘opinions and needs 

Sarah: I started to feel bad about that but then I thought: “This is a fun person, he 

makes me laugh, he is full of stories, this is what I want, this is what I need, this is one of 

the highlights of the day. Just go in there. Who cares what everybody else says?” [IM] 

Therapist: Hm, hm. 

AM 
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Sarah:  I guess they must have been wondering… And then Monday I kind of made 

sure that I split the time more evenly, so people don't feel whatever and I don't feel like I'm 

excluding myself. [AM] 

Thus, in this excerpt, Sarah attenuates the IM´s innovative potential – to accept and 

validate her own needs and desires – by reaffirming the (problematic) need to be accepted 

and validated by others.  

During these initial sessions, attempts to resolve ambivalence were achieved mainly 

(86%) by the dominance of the innovative position. In excerpt 2 (session 2), Sarah attempts 

to resolve the ambivalence between: a) the responsibility of arranging for her ex-roommate 

to get back all the things he left in the apartment, and b) not feeling responsible for her ex-

roommate or his belongings. This resolution is attempted by a dominance of the innovative 

position, demonstrating Sarah´s effort to control the problematic position essentially by 

harshly defining and asserting her will and limits in the relationships with others, 

independently of what others could think, want or need.  

Excerpt 2: Dominance Process: Validating herself and dismissing others ‘opinions 

and needs 

Sarah: It's not up to me. Yeah, and not to worry about it anymore. 

Therapist: Hm. 

Sarah: It's just that there's nothing to think about, say about. Just cut it right there. 

Therapist: Somehow all those shoulds and this and that… you were able to just stop 

those this time. 

Sarah: Yeah, yeah. 

Therapist: Uh huh. Just be sure that this is what I want and I'm entitled… 

Sarah: Exactly. This is my life, I'm entitled to this, and I don't have to track down 

people, hunt down people, to make sure they get their things.  
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4.2.  Middle Phase of Treatment (sessions 8 to 10) 

The three middle sessions of treatment reflect what happens during the work phase 

of Sarah´s process. Dominance is still quite frequent (63%), but negotiation seems now 

more common than in the beginning of treatment (37%). Excerpt 3 (session 8) illustrates 

the same process of dominance shown in the previous excerpt: In this particular example, 

Sarah is exploring her problematic need to justify herself to everyone and to make sure 

everybody is pleased by her actions.  In the face of this, the new position harshly imposes 

itself by saying “No” to the problematic position, controlling its power and effects in a 

way that seems to imply a role reversal since the ex-dominated position is now the 

dominating one.  

Excerpt 3: Dominance: validating herself and dismissing others ‘opinions and needs 

Sarah: For the last two weeks, all of a sudden it's like: “No! It's me and what I need, 

and what I can put up with, what suits my needs. And it's just like discovering a completely 

new world.  

Therapist: Hm-hm, it's like a new dimension that you were never really tuned into. 

Sarah: Yeah, yeah. Because I always have been just: “oh, what is it that you need?”  

Therapist: Hm-hm 

Sarah: And it's just such a relief to get away from that. 

On the other hand, negotiation is now more recurrent: the positions start to 

communicate in a different manner, negotiating conditions between them. In excerpt 4 

(session 10), Sarah reveals that she is no longer completely dismissing other people´s 

needs and opinions but, at the same time, she is not automatically “catering” to them and 

their needs anymore. As the therapist states, and Sarah agrees, there is now a stage where 

Sarah might accommodate other people. But only if this is also in line with her own needs.  
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Excerpt 4: Negotiation: Validating herself and her needs while also recognizing other 

people´s needs  

Sarah: One of the things in the past is that I just really catered too much to other 

people and now when something comes up it's: “Do I really want to? Do I really feel like 

it? Does it really suit me?”  

Therapist: So there's sort of a new stage where you might accommodate people, but 

you first stop and check out if it's really what you want to do? 

Sarah: Yeah. If it really is okay with me, if it really suits me, yeah. 

Therapist: Yeah. It's not so automatic anymore, like you go on automatic pilot. 

Sarah: Yeah, yeah 

Therapist: Now it's like: there's a little red light that says wait I'm going to check this 

out first 

Sarah: Yeah 

Sarah: Yeah, for sure. Whereas before I would have just catered no matter what my 

own circumstances were.  

4.3.  Final Phase of Treatment (sessions 16 to 18) 

In the final sessions of treatment, Dominance is still quite frequent (47%) but 

Negotiation now represents more than half of the resolutions of ambivalence (53%).   

Right in the beginning of the sixteenth session Sarah tackles her own change process 

in what relates to the central topic of ambivalence: the need to be validated by others vs. the 

need to validate herself. In excerpt 5 (session 16) Sarah directly affirms that she feels that 

she started changing by being more “aggressive “in her approach to others and that at this 

point she would prefer to try a milder approach to them because other people are very 

important to her too. This “aggressive” approach to others can be equated with the 

dominance process of ambivalence resolution that was actually more frequent during the 
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initial phases of therapy. And the “milder approach” can be equated with the negotiation 

process which takes in consideration both her needs and the needs of those who are 

important to her.   

Excerpt 5: Negotiation: validating herself and her needs while also recognizing other 

people´s needs  

Sarah: I think that at one point in time I was saying: “it's starting to change” and 

at first it was a little bit on the aggressive side of things 

Therapist: Hm hm. 

Sarah: And I really wanted to get into what you would call an assertive behaviour 

mode 

Therapist: Hm, hm 

Sarah: And yeah, for some time I was a little bit worried that I wouldn't be able to 

find that balance. But it's coming along alright. 

Therapist: So you're finding a way to do it [validate her own needs] but also not to 

do it too aggressively. To do it in a way that works socially, works for you, works for them. 

Sarah: Yeah  

Therapist: And isn't… you know… turning off everyone you meet. 

Sarah: That's, that's right. 

Therapist: Yeah, it's important to think about that too, sure. 

Sarah: Oh yeah, that is very important to me. 

In excerpt 6 (session 18), in addition to the kind of examples illustrated above, 

negotiation seems to take a step forward since the positions not only negotiate conditions 

between them but also seem to fully accept and respect one another. The problematic 

position’s needs and concerns seem to be acknowledged and understood, as opposed to 
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what happened in the dominance process in which the problematic position’s needs or 

concerns were rejected or confronted.   

Excerpt 6: Negotiation: the new position understands, accepts and acknowledges the 

problematic position 

Sarah:  Well, it seems a little bit crazy, but it still makes sense: all the feelings I had, 

that I really felt completely lost and out of control. This can happen, not only just to me, but 

to anybody at a certain stage in their lives. 

Therapist:  Hm. 

Sarah:  And not to hold it against other people. 

Therapist:  Hm, hm.  So somehow there's some real acceptance for what you felt, 

whereas before it maybe scared you and meant some negative things. Now it's, kind of: “I'm 

entitled and I understand, and I was in a hard time and those feelings make sense”. 

Sarah:  Yeah, and also that for me, it just took a long time.  I mean I haven't really met 

any other people who have had an experience like that, but maybe they don't talk about it. 

But because of my personality, character, I don't know, just the way I am, it takes longer to 

work through it.  And just, yeah, um, to come to terms with it almost.  

5. DISCUSSION 

This was a theory-building case study (Stiles, 2009). The theory we are building is our 

account of how clients overcome ambivalence in psychotherapy. Theory-building case 

studies can make use of rich clinical material to assess and improve theories. As suggested 

by Stiles, whereas statistical hypothesis-testing compares observations on many cases with 

one theoretically derived statement, theory-building case studies compare many 

observations on one case with many theoretically derived statements (Campbell, 1979). 

Nonetheless, it should be stressed that all the explanatory hypothesis we raise so as to 

understand this study´s results should be taken into consideration with caution as they stem 
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from a single case study. Despite this, intensive analysis of Sarah´s case with the ARCS 

allowed some interesting insights into the client´s process of ambivalence resolution.  

Firstly, the dominance of the innovative position was clearly the most frequent process 

of ambivalence resolution in the initial phase and tended to decrease along the middle and 

final sessions of treatment. Conversely, the negotiation between positions tended to increase 

from the initial to the final sessions of treatment. These results are in line with emotion-

focused therapy´s (Greenberg, 1998) assumption that the dialogue between positions 

contributes to successful therapy since this facilitates emotional processing and with the 

assimilation model´s (Stiles, 2002; Stiles et al., 1990) proposal of a progressive integration 

of opposing elements of the self along successful therapeutic processes.  

The increasing presence of common ground between both positions of the self may 

also aid the understanding of the decreasing frequency of dominance along treatment: as the 

positions gradually negotiated conditions, the need for the innovative position to control the 

problematic position through an escalation of its dominance was progressively weakened. 

As Sarah puts it, she will accommodate other people, but only if she wants to, or feels like 

it or if it suits her. When these conditions are established, the need to accommodate other 

people is not so automatic anymore (as the problematic position is not so dominating), but 

the need to absolutely censor every urge to do so (the dominance of the innovative position 

process) is also not as necessary.  

As these resolutions are taken and repeatedly rehearsed, AMs tend to decrease along 

treatment, signaling that ambivalence is gradually resolved. Assuming that AMs express the 

client´s return to safety after an excursion to novelty (after the production of an IM), we can 

hypothesize that as conditions are negotiated between the “safe” (problematic) and the 

“risky” (innovative) positions, the new position seems gradually less threatening, allowing 

Sarah to progressively abandon the need to get back to safety.  
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This process culminated in a fundamental assimilation of the problematic position as 

Sarah reported to fully accept the problem - to “really come to terms with it” -, reconciling 

both parts of herself as she accepts the difficulties and suffering she had gone through. This 

process climaxed in the possibility of using this experience as a resource as she now wishes 

to be more empathic with others facing similar problems, not holding it “against other 

people”. 

Nonetheless, and in spite of the theoretically coherent result of a growing common 

ground between conflicting parts of the self, we would still have to explain the relative high 

frequency of dominance throughout the whole treatment. This result suggests that even 

though a process of progressive integration of positions was required in order to allow for 

the resolution of ambivalence to take place, a parallel, less integrative way of resolving 

ambivalence was also important. This is an interesting and unexpected result that should be 

explored by future studies. As an attempt to understand it, we could refer to studies on the 

assimilation model (Stiles et al., 1990; Stiles, 2002). Developing a marker-based method for 

rating assimilation in psychotherapy, Honnos-Webb, Stiles and Greenberg (2003) found that 

a “Flexible Use of Voices” was one significant marker of change. A flexible use of voices 

implies that “the client may determine situations in which the dominant voice is appropriate 

and situations in which the non-dominant voice is more appropriate for guiding behavior. 

The client becomes able to discriminate between the two voices and the appropriateness of 

each rather than unthinkingly reacting from the dominant voice’s perspective” (p. 195). In 

this sense, if we consider that the new position constitutes the client´s ideal way to cope with 

a problematic, suffering-generating position, its relative dominance along the process is 

probably necessary and adaptive.  

Gonçalves and Ribeiro (2011) also suggested that, in successful therapy, dominance 

is a possible way of resolving ambivalence. The present study seems to support this since 
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dominance is actually a very frequent process of ambivalence resolution along treatment. 

On the other hand, the present study also suggests that in order to ambivalence to be 

successfully resolved, a shift to a more dialogical (negotiation) way of resolving 

ambivalence is probably essential or necessary. Nonetheless, future studies will hopefully 

help us to confirm or refute this initial suggestion.   

Primarily, future studies will hopefully help us to understand if this is a transtheoretical 

model of ambivalence resolution, if it can be used only in the context of Emotion-focused 

therapy, or if it was specific just for this case. This is an important question to be answered 

as the model was created with the analysis of EFT cases and can be particularly useful in the 

context of this or other psychotherapeutic approaches (e.g., Narrative therapy) where the 

distinction of different positions of the self is in some way systematically explored. When 

this is not the case, it is yet to be known if this is a useful model. 

Future studies with different psychotherapeutic models may also clarify if the 

processes of dominance and negotiation have similar or different distributions along 

treatment. Specifically, particular strategies or exercises focused on promoting clients’ 

reaction against the problem (e.g. cognitive restructuring in cognitive-behavioral therapy or 

externalization in narrative therapy) may facilitate the dominance process since therapists 

support a counter-position to the problem, while other strategies more centered on 

understanding and giving voice to different positions (e.g. two-chair dialogue) may enable a 

cooperative dialogue between the positions involved (Gonçalves & Ribeiro, 2011).  

On the other hand, including clients with different problems and diagnosis will also 

be an important way of understanding if the resolution process is also dependent on these 

factors. As Sarah had been diagnosed with major depression and her central problem was 

related essentially to a lack of assertiveness, it would make clinical sense that a considerable 

part of the therapeutic process consisted of Sarah´s self-assertion through a harsh imposition 
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of the new position, as this could be the only way to deal with a particularly oppressive and 

silencing problematic position.  

Finally, future studies should also address the therapist´s role in the client´s 

ambivalence resolution process. The ARCS was developed to study the client´s process of 

ambivalence resolution, independently of therapist´s interventions or techniques and thus 

the therapist´s role has not been addressed in this study. However, the combination of the 

ARCS with systems that allow for the study of the therapist’s role in the change process 

could be of central relevance if we are to understand how therapists can facilitate 

ambivalence resolution. 

Nonetheless, and though many questions are still to be answered by future studies, we 

believe this study constituted an important step by opening an empirical line of investigation 

on ambivalence resolution, a central - albeit under-investigated - phenomenon in the 

psychotherapeutic context.   
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CHAPTER II 

AMBIVALENCE RESOLUTION IN BRIEF PSYCHOTHERAPY FOR 

DEPRESSION1 

1. ABSTRACT  

Ambivalence in the process of psychotherapeutic change should be addressed and 

resolved if we are to avoid psychotherapeutic failure and promote sustained change. We 

empirically identified ambivalence when a cyclic movement between two conflicting 

positions of the self emerged: one expressed as an innovation, i.e., an innovative moment, 

and a subsequent one expressed in a trivialization or rejection of the innovation. Two 

distinct processes of ambivalence resolution have been identified: (1) the dominance of 

the innovative position and the consequent inhibition of the problematic one, and (2) the 

negotiation between the innovative and the problematic positions. In this study we sought 

to study the evolution of the dominance and the negotiation processes in recovered and 

unchanged cases; to analyze if different therapeutic models produce different results on 

the evolution of the dominance and negotiation processes, and finally to study if 

dominance and negotiation processes are predictive of ambivalence resolution. In the 

pursuit of these objectives, the complete sessions of 22 clinical cases of depression (six 

cognitive-behavioral therapy, ten narrative therapy and six emotion-focused therapy 

cases) were independently coded for innovative moments, ambivalence and ambivalence 

resolution. Results revealed that recovered cases had a progressively higher proportion of 

negotiation along treatment while in unchanged cases negotiation was virtually absent 

throughout treatment. Both dominance and negotiation were significant predictors of 

ambivalence, however negotiation had a higher impact on ambivalence reduction. 

Overall, these results did not significantly differ for the three therapeutic models. The 

                                                           
1 Braga, C., Ribeiro, A. P., Oliveira, J. T., Gonçalves, M. M., & Botelho, A. (2016). Ambivalence Resolution 
in Brief Psychotherapy for Depression. Manuscript submitted to publication.  
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theoretical implications of these findings are discussed and theoretical derived 

suggestions for clinicians are presented. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. Ambivalence and the Ambivalence Marker 

Although ambivalence may be a natural part of every change process (Engle & 

Arkowitz, 2006; Velicer, DiClemente, Prochaska, & Brandenburg, 1985), it may also turn 

into a paralyzing obstacle in the way of change. Ambivalence has been defined as patterns 

of behavior usually accompanied by negative affect in which people express some desire 

to change, believe that the change will improve their lives and that effective strategies are 

available, have adequate information about executing those strategies, but nonetheless do 

not employ them sufficiently for change to happen (Engle & Arkowitz, 2006). 

Ambivalence toward change was given special attention in the context of the 

Transtheoretical Model (TTM; Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983; 1994; DiClemente & 

Prochaska, 1985; 1998). This model describes a series of stages (pre-contemplation, 

contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance) through which people go through 

as they change a behavior. Although it is essentially in the contemplation stage that 

ambivalence takes a central role, it represents an essential aspect during the whole 

process.  

Additionally, the TTM played a central role in the development of Motivational 

Interviewing and brief interventions using a motivational approach (DiClemente, 1999; 

Miller & Rollnick, 1991). The authors define motivational interviewing as a directive, 

client-centered counseling style for prompting behavior change by assisting clients in 

exploring and resolving ambivalence (Rollnick & Miller, 1995, p. 1): the examination 

and resolution of ambivalence is its central purpose.  
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In the context of the process research on the innovative moments in psychotherapy 

(Gonçalves et al., 2010; Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009; Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Mendes 

et al., 2011; Matos et al., 2009; Mendes et al., 2010) ambivalence has been studied 

through an empirical, processual lens allowed by the development of an empirical 

measure of ambivalence: the ambivalence marker (AM) (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Santos, 

Gonçalves, & Conde, 2009). An AM consists of an innovative moment (IM) that is 

immediately followed by a return to the problematic dominant self-narrative. IMs are 

instants during the therapeutic dialogue when the emergence of new feelings, thoughts or 

actions that are different from the problematic pattern that brought the client to therapy 

can be observed (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles et al., 2011). For example, if we consider that 

a given client´s problematic pattern was settled around the central theme of passiveness, 

the following quote: What people think about it is not really important, I am entitled to 

my own opinion would be coded as an IM. Studies have found that IMs are more recurrent 

in recovered than in unchanged cases (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Mendes et al., 2011; Matos et 

al., 2009; Mendes et al., 2010), suggesting that the process of change in psychotherapy 

entails the emergence of IMs. 

Nonetheless, this potential of IMs to promote sustained change may be reduced by 

the attenuation of its meaning through a devaluation, a rejection or a denial of the 

innovation that had just taken place. In the example above, the client could for example 

finish by stating: But sometimes I get worried that people will judge me wrongly because 

of this. This would be coded as an IM (the first part of the sentence) followed by an AM 

(the last part of the sentence). In this sense, an AM is an empirical marker of ambivalence 

since it consists of the emergence of an innovative position (an IM) that is immediately 

followed by a reemphasis of the problematic pattern. The conflict between these positions 

reveals the existence of two opposing wishes: on the one hand, to keep the self stable and 
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to avoid the discomfort generated by the uncertainty of the new and the unknown and, on 

the other hand, to avoid the suffering of the usual, old, problematic functioning patterns. 

The oscillation between the two is what typifies ambivalence: the client produces 

novelties that could prompt change and subsequently attenuates these innovations´ 

potential to produce further change with AMs. Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles et al. (2011) 

argue that this may be related to the IMs´ potential to challenge and destabilize the client´s 

problematic (but nonetheless usual and known) framework of meaning, generating a 

sense of discrepancy or inner contradiction which the client tends to alleviate by returning 

to the usual problematic pattern. 

Studies on ambivalence revealed that AMs are more frequent in unchanged than in 

recovered cases (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles et al., 2011) and that in recovered cases, the 

frequency of AMs decreases as treatment evolves, remaining stable or even increasing as 

treatment progresses in unchanged cases (Ribeiro et al., 2014).  

2.2. Ambivalence Resolution and the Ambivalence Resolution Coding System 

The Ambivalence Resolution Coding System (ARCS; Braga, Oliveira, Ribeiro, & 

Gonçalves, 2016) was developed to allow for the close study of the dialogical processes 

involved in the resolution of the conflict between opposing positions, present in 

ambivalent patterns. Assuming that ambivalence is a struggle between an innovative and 

a problematic position, this coding system allows for the identification and tracking of 

two distinct processes by which ambivalence can be resolved: (a) dominance of the 

innovative position and consequent inhibition of the problematic position, and; (b) the 

negotiation between both positions. In the dominance process, the innovative position 

strives to regulate the problematic position by affirming the innovative position´s 

authority, in a process which apparently implies a role reversal: the previously dominated 

position (i.e., the innovative position) is now the dominating one. In the negotiation 
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process, the conflicting positions are able to communicate with one another, promoting a 

dynamic flow between opposites, rather than the dominance of one of them (Braga et al., 

2016).  

Continuing with the previous example of a passive and submissive problematic 

position, a dominance type of ambivalence resolution could be: I don’t care what 

everyone else says anymore, I am entitled to my opinions and actions. In this example, 

the innovative position harshly imposes itself unto the problematic position by affirming 

its power, generating an asymmetrical resolution in the sense that it uses only one of the 

positions in the meaning-making process. The other position (the problematic one) is 

ignored or silenced.  

On the contrary, a negotiation type of ambivalence resolution could be: It is very 

important for me now to assert myself and speak my mind, but I also value the opinion of 

other people for they are also an important part of my life. In this example, both positions 

are taken into account and establish a different kind of relationship: instead of the 

previously confrontational one, they now seem to considerably communicate and 

collaborate in the meaning-making process.  

The illustrations above are simple examples of what the ARCS terms micro-

resolutions, that is, moments when there is an agentic and determined resolution of 

ambivalence, even if this is a momentary one (Braga et al., 2016, p. 9). Markers of 

resolution are illustrated in Table II.4. These are not categories to be coded but rather 

indicators of the presence of micro-resolutions. It is assumed that it is the repetition of 

these micro-resolutions of ambivalence (be it dominance or negotiation; see table II.5) 

throughout treatment that allows for the tracking of the overall process of ambivalence 

resolution.  
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Table II.4:Markers of Resolution 

Marker Examples 

Expressing desires/ 

intentions/limits 

(in course, projected or 

already taken attitudes 

or actions; expressing 

towards self or others)  

This is what I want now 

Maybe this will be different one day but right now this is what I want from them 

I know this would be good for him, but I also have to know what´s good for me 

This is what I deserve 

I don´t deserve this 

I don´t want this (anymore) 

This I will do, that I will not 

I have to stop thinking of other people and start thinking about myself 

It will probably be hard, but I think I can do it 

This is how it is going to be 

I will never do that again 

I told her everything I had to tell her 

For the last two weeks all of a sudden it's like no, it's me, and what I need, and 

what can I put up with 

Self-instructions (don´t do that, do this, so be it…) 

Just back off, I have to pull it together for myself first 

I'll help you, which I do, but only if I can make things work for myself first 

 

Ultimatums 

 

Either this or that 

If this, than that 

Distancing  

 

This is not an issue anymore 

I don´t care if she doesn´t 

That´s not my problem 

Conclusions, 

generalizations, 

lessons, maxims 

 

When people do this, I can do that 

That´s just the way it is 

You have to take the good with the bad 

Let the chips fall where they will 

I can´t be loved by everybody 
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Table II.5: Markers of Dominance and Negotiation 

 Definition Examples 

Dominance The new self-

position strives to 

regulate the problematic 

position by affirming its 

dominance, in a process 

which seems to imply a 

role reversal: the 

previously dominated 

position now seems to be 

the dominating one.  

I´m never going to do that again; I was 

afraid but then I thought: so what?; My mind 

is made up, there is no turning back; I want 

you to take me as I am; I don´t ever want to 

see him again 

Negotiation The opposing 

voices seem to be 

respectfully 

communicating with one 

another, enabling a 

dynamic movement 

between the opposites, 

rather than a fixation on 

one of them  

Compromise: the positions negotiate 

conditions (e.g., I will do this but not that; 

there´s only this much I will do) 

Support/Encouragement: the positions 

support/encourage each other (e.g., the (ex) 

self critic now encourages and supports the 

new position) 

Acceptance: the positions accept each 

other´s differences and concerns (e.g., the new 

position understands and accepts the 

problematic position´s concerns) 
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2.2.1. Study aims 

A case study (Braga, Oliveira, et al., 2016) using the ARCS to explore a successful 

case of Emotion-Focused Therapy suggested that, while the dominance of the innovative 

position tended to be the most frequent process of ambivalence resolution in the initial 

phase of therapy, it also tended to decrease in the middle and final sessions of treatment. 

Conversely, the negotiation between positions seemingly increased from the initial to the 

final sessions of treatment. These results are in line with the assimilation model´s (Stiles, 

2002; Stiles et al., 1990) suggestion that, in successful cases, the problematic position is 

progressively integrated in the community of voices (that is, the self), a progression that 

is summarized in the eight levels of the Assimilation of Problematic Experiences Scale´s 

(APES). Successful cases often reach level 4 or higher, whereas poor outcome cases 

hardly ever achieve this level, which may be related to the fact that meaning bridges 

between opposing positions emerge only after level 4 (Detert et al., 2006). A meaning 

bridge involves of a common language between the problematic and the innovative 

positions, enabling the negotiation between positions. 

Besides being in line with the assimilation model´s essential premises, Braga et al 

(2016) results with the ARCS were also congruent with EFT’s (Greenberg, 1998) 

assumptions that the dialogue between positions contributes to successful therapy since 

this facilitates emotional processing. However, and while the dominance process actually 

tended to decrease throughout treatment, it nevertheless maintained a relative high 

frequency throughout treatment: an interesting result for which the authors offered several 

speculations but that only studies with larger samples could clarify.  

Other relevant questions were whether the ARCS could be used outside the limits 

of EFT, since the system was created on the basis of the analysis of EFT sessions, and if 

the specific therapeutic model shaped the results. In this context, the main aim of the 
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present study is to better understand these questions through the application of the ARCS 

to a larger sample of different clinical cases, conducted with different therapeutic models. 

Specifically, we will try to understand: (1) if unchanged and recovered cases differ in the 

evolution of the dominance and the negotiation processes; (2) if different 

psychotherapeutic models differ in the evolution of the dominance and the negotiation 

processes; and (3) if dominance and negotiation processes are predictive of ambivalence 

resolution. As we state below, besides the ambivalence resolution data collected for the 

present study, we worked with archival data, as the identification of ambivalence 

resolution implies two previous steps: identifying IMs and identifying AMs. 

3. METHOD 

3.1.  Sample 

The sample of the present study is a composite of three clinical samples previously 

studied in diverse process research projects (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Mendes et al., 2011; 

Gonçalves et al., 2016; Mendes et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al., 2014; Ribeiro et al., 2016; 

Ribeiro et al. (in preparation)). It is composed of 22 cases conducted with Cognitive-

Behavioral Therapy (CBT) (n = 6), Narrative Therapy (NT) (n = 10) and Emotion-

Focused Therapy (EFT) (n = 6), for major depression (American Psychiatric Association 

[APA], 2000).  

The EFT sample consists of a subset from the York I depression study (Greenberg 

& Watson, 1998). Each client in that study was randomly assigned to EFT or Client 

Centered Therapy (CCT) and attended 15 to 20 sessions. In the present study, we used 

three recovered and three unchanged EFT cases that were selected by York researchers 

for intensive process research. The distinction between recovered and unchanged cases 

was based on the reliable change index (RCI; Jacobson & Truax,1991) analysis of the 

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; McGlinchey, Atkins, & Jacobson, 2002). All six clients 
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(four females and two males; five married and one divorced) met diagnostic criteria for 

major depression (according to the DSM–III–R). Ages ranged from 27 to 63 years old 

(M= 45.50, S.D. = 13.78), and an average of 17.50 (SD = 1.87) sessions of therapy were 

completed.  

The NT and CBT samples were also designed for process research and are part of 

a clinical trial (Lopes et al., 2014) for which the inclusion criteria were (a) to suffer from 

major depression, according to the DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) and (b) to be willing to 

collaborate in the study, providing informed consent, answering questionnaires and 

allowing the sessions´ recording. The exclusion criteria were: (a) any axis II diagnostic; 

(b) any other axis I diagnosis which could be the main focus of clinical attention; (c) 

severe suicidal ideation; (d) psychotic symptoms; and (e) bipolar disorder. Clients 

received individual psychotherapy sessions, with a maximum of 20 sessions. 

The subsamples designed for process research were randomly selected from the 

whole sample (N=64): 10 cases (5 recovered and 5 unchanged) of NT and 6 cases (3 

recovered and 3 unchanged) of CBT. The distinction between recovered and unchanged 

cases in these samples was also based on a RCI (Jacobson & Truax, 1991) of the BDI-II 

(McGlinchey, Atkins, & Jacobson, 2002). In the NT sample, seven clients were female 

and three were male and had, at the time of the study, an average of 41 years old (SD = 

14.97). In the CBT sample, 5 clients were female and one was a male and had 22 to 46 

years old (M = 34.50, SD = 8.48) at the time of the original study. 

3.2. Therapy and Therapists  

The CBT group followed the CBT treatment manual for depression (Beck et al., 

1979; Rush et al., 1977). The NT treatment manual (Gonçalves & Bento, 2008) was 

specially developed for the Lopes et al. (2014) study and is based on the work of Michael 

White (White, 2007; White & Epston, 1990). Adherence to the manual and therapist 
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competence were monitored through weekly supervisions (using session´s audiovisual 

material) and were assessed from external judges’ perspectives using a scale developed 

for this purpose (Adherence and Competence Scale for Narrative and Cognitive-

Behavioral Therapy [ACS-N-CBT]; Gonçalves et al., 2009), with satisfactory results 

(Lopes et al., 2014). 

  All of the 6 patients comprising the CBT sample were treated by the same 

therapist: a 33-year-old Caucasian man, PhD student in clinical psychology with 3 years 

of experience as a cognitive-behavioral psychotherapist. All cases were monitored by a 

senior CBT therapist that provided weekly supervision sessions to the attending therapist 

in order to ensure his adherence to the CBT model of intervention.  

All NT cases were followed by the same therapist which, at the time of the original 

study, had a PhD in clinical psychology and seven years of clinical practice, three of 

which in NT. The therapist was trained in the manual of intervention developed for the 

study which was based on the work of White and Epston (1990). 

In the case of EFT, a total of five therapists (four women, one man) conducted 

individual therapy for the six clients analyzed in this study. They presented diverse levels 

of education, from advanced doctoral students in clinical psychology to PhD clinical 

psychologists. All therapists received 24 weeks of training according to the York I 

Depression study manual (Greenberg, Rice, & Elliott, 1993): 8 weeks of CCT, 6 weeks 

of systematic evocative unfolding training, 6 weeks of two-chair dialogue training, and 4 

weeks of empty- chair dialogue training.  
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3.3. Measures  

3.3.1 The Innovative Moments Coding System (IMCS). Prior to the application 

of the ARCS, all sessions had been previously coded with the IMCS (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, 

Mendes et al., 2011). Results of this coding can be found in Gonçalves et al. (2016) for 

NT, Gonçalves et al. (2016) for CBT, and Mendes et al. (2010) for EFT. The IMCS 

comprises seven types of IMs (Gonçalves, et al., in press): (1) action I: performed and 

intended actions to overcome the problem; (2) reflection I: new understandings of the 

problem; (3) protest I: objections to the problem and its assumptions; (4) action II: 

generalization of good outcomes into the future and other life dimensions (performed or 

projected actions); (5) reflection II: contrasting self (what changed) or self-transformation 

process (how/why did change occur); (6): protest II: assertiveness and empowerment; (7): 

reconceptualization: meta reflection that involves both the perception of what is changing 

(contrast) and the understanding of the processes involved in this transformation 

(process). The agreement between the two independent judges on overall IM proportion 

was .90 in the CBT sample, .89 in the NT sample and .86 in the EFT sample, with Cohen´s 

kappa values of .94, .91, and .89, respectively, revealing strong agreements between 

judges. The systems´ validity was inferred through studies relating the presence and 

evolution of IMs (process) to case’s outcome. These studies were conducted with 

different psychotherapeutic approaches: Narrative Therapy (Gonçalves et al., 2016; 

Matos et al., 2009), Client Centered Therapy (Gonçalves et al., 2012), Constructivist 

Grief Therapy (Alves et al., 2013), Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (Gonçalves et al., 

2016) and Emotion Focused Therapy (Mendes et al., 2010). 

3.3.2 Ambivalence Coding System (ACS). The Ambivalence Coding System 

(Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Santos, Gonçalves, & Conde, 2009) was also applied to all sessions 

prior to the study (see Ribeiro et al. (2016) for NT, Ribeiro et al. (in preparation) for CBT, 
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and Ribeiro et al. (2014) for EFT). The ACS is a qualitative system that examines the 

reappearance of the problematic pattern immediately after the emergence of an IM 

(Ambivalence Markers). Cohen´s Kappa of .93 in the EFT sample, .91 in the NT sample 

and .94 in the CBT sample revealed strong inter-rater agreement.  

3.3.3 Ambivalence Resolution Coding System (ARCS). The ARCS (Braga et al., 

2016) is a qualitative system that allows for the identification of two processes by which 

ambivalence can be momentarily resolved: dominance and negotiation. The coding 

implies the serial analysis of each IM. Each IM must be coded as resolution or no 

resolution and, if a resolution is present, as dominance or negotiation. The category of no 

resolution is applied when neither dominance nor negotiation are present or when the IM 

is immediately followed by an AM (Braga et al., 2016). After autonomously coding each 

session, the judges met to evaluate the reliability of the procedure and to identify 

differences in their assessments. Differences were resolved through discussion and 

consensus. Cohen´s Kappa values for the presence vs. absence of resolution were: .89 for 

the EFT sample, .91 for the NT and .94 for the CBT sample. Cohen´s Kappa values for 

the decision between dominance vs. negotiation were: .82 for the EFT sample, .91 for the 

NT sample and .92 for the CBT sample.  

3.4 Procedures 

All sessions of the 22 cases had been previously coded for IMs and AMs in the 

context of other studies (Gonçalves et al., 2011; Gonçalves et al., 2016; Mendes et al., 

2010; Ribeiro et al., 2013; Ribeiro et al., 2014; Ribeiro et al., 2016). In this study we 

coded the 22 cases from NT, ETF, and CBT with the ARCS (one case from the EFT 

sample was previously coded with the ARCS in the context of an exploratory study 

(Braga et al, 2016)). Coders were unaware of the clinical status (recovered versus 

unchanged) of the cases when coding the entire sample. 
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3.5 Archival Results 

The previous AMs studies were performed with separated samples. Here we report 

AMs´ evolution for the entire sample (i.e., NT, CBT, EFT). Figure II.2 illustrates the 

proportion of IMs followed by an AM in two distinct moments for these 3 samples: the 

first and the last sessions of treatment, for recovered and unchanged cases. Recovered and 

unchanged cases did not differ significantly in terms of AMs’ proportion by the beginning 

of treatment (Z = 1.48, p = .14). In recovered cases, AMs clearly decreased from the 

beginning (.42) to the end of treatment (.06), (Z = -2.94, p < .01), while in unchanged 

cases they did not change significantly between the first (.28) and the last session (.23) (Z 

= -1.48, p = .14). This suggests that ambivalence was resolved in recovered but not in 

unchanged cases.  

Figure II.2: AMs´ proportion in the first (moment 1) and last sessions (moment 2) 

of treatment for recovered and unchanged cases 
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4. RESULTS  

The three main objectives of this study were: (1) to study the evolution of the 

dominance and the negotiation processes in recovered and unchanged cases; (2) to 

analyze if different therapeutic models produce different results on the evolution of the 

dominance and negotiation processes, and finally (3) to study if dominance and 

negotiation processes are predictive of ambivalence resolution. Below we present the 

results, considering the first and second aims in a single analysis (Generalized Linear 

Models), and the third objective in a different one (Hierarchical Linear Models, HLM). 

4.1 Analysis of the evolution of dominance and negotiation across sessions, 

considering therapy as a moderator 

A generalized linear model allowed the construction of a longitudinal regression 

model of the probability of dominance and negotiation as a function of therapy outcome 

(recovered and unchanged cases) and intervention model (CBT, EFT and NT). A client 

specific random effect was included since data from the same client was expected to be 

correlated. Consider the response variable Y a random variable with Binomial distribution 

where parameter n is the number of words in a specific session, and p is the probability 

of getting a dominance, for the first model, or a negotiation, in the second model. Notice 

that n is known and p is the parameter we want to make inference on. Under a generalized 

linear mixed model we assume that 

𝐸[𝑌] = 𝑛. 𝑝 = 𝑔−1(𝑋𝛽)  

where X is a design matrix of the explanatory variables: treatment, outcome, session 

and an interaction/moderation term between outcome and session; 𝛽 are the regression 

coefficients and 𝑔(. ) is the link function, the logit function being considered here. The 

variance/covariance structure of the model is decomposed in two different sources: 

variance between clients, with a random effect, and measurement error. 
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4.1.1 Dominance: Recovered and unchanged cases did not significantly differ in 

terms of dominance proportion at the beginning of treatment (R2
adj = .15, p = .18) but had 

different progressions across sessions (R2
adj = .15, p < .01). As we can see in figure II.3, 

while in recovered cases dominance decreased across sessions, in unchanged cases 

dominance was relatively high during the course of the whole treatment. These tendencies 

did not significantly differ between treatments (R2
adj = .15, p = .29; R2

adj
 = .15, p = .54). 

Figure II.3: Dominance proportion across sessions for recovered and unchanged 

cases of CBT, EFT and NT 

 

4.1.2 Negotiation. In terms of negotiation, recovered and unchanged cases were 

significantly different at the beginning of treatment (R2
adj = .16, p < .05): recovered cases 

showed higher proportions of negotiation. As treatment developed, recovered and 

unchanged cases revealed significantly different progressions in negotiation (R2
adj = .16, 

p < .05). As we can see in figure II.4, in recovered cases negotiation increased throughout 

the therapeutic process, which did not happen for unchanged cases. These tendencies did 

not significantly differ between treatments (R2
adj = .16, p = .17; R2

adj
 = .16, p = .33).  
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Figure II.4: Negotiation proportion across sessions for CBT, EFT and NT 

 
 

4.2 Analysis of the predictive power of dominance and negotiation on 

ambivalence 

We were interested in understanding dominance´s and negotiation´s impact on 

AMs’ proportion in the same session. In order to explore this, we numbered every session 

event (AM, dominance and negotiation) by order of appearance in the session and tested 

if dominance and negotiation were predictors of the following AMs. We then ran a 

hierarchical linear model with the whole sample to allow for the construction of a 

longitudinal regression model of the probability of AMs as a function of dominance and 

negotiation in the same session. HLM is frequently used in the study of longitudinal data 

where observations are nested within individuals. Longitudinal HLM models treat time 

in a flexible manner that allows the modeling of non-linear and discontinuous change 

across time.  

The order predictor refers to the order in which the AMs appear in the session. Our 

results show that order was a significant predictor of RPMs (R2
adj

 = .47; p < .001) which 

means that as the session evolves, AMs tend do decrease. Session was also a significant 
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predictor of AMs (R2
adj

 = .47, p < .001) meaning that, as treatment progress, AMs tend to 

decrease.  

Dominance also emerged as a significant predictor of AMs (R2
adj = .47; p < .001), 

that is, higher dominance proportions are associated with lower AMs’ proportions in the 

same session. Negotiation was also a significant predictor of AMs (R2
adj = .47; p < .001), 

that is, higher proportions of negotiation are associated with lower proportions of AMs in 

the same session. Despite both negotiation and dominance being both predictors of AM’s 

reduction, negotiation had a higher absolute coefficient value. Specifically, negotiation 

has an approximate 5 times higher impact in AMs reduction when compared to 

dominance. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The results of this research suggest some interesting understandings relative to the 

process of ambivalence resolution in recovered and unchanged cases. Firstly, recovered 

and unchanged cases started at similar levels of dominance but not at similar levels of 

negotiation. Specifically, recovered cases revealed higher proportions of negotiation right 

at the beginning of the therapeutic process. This result suggests not only that clients might 

have entered the therapeutic process at different stages of change but also that the 

presence of negotiation at the initial stages of treatment can represent an important 

indicator of therapeutic success. Of course, this is an interesting but nevertheless 

speculative hypothesis that can only be tested by further studies.  

Besides starting treatment with different proportions of negotiation, recovered and 

unchanged cases also differ in terms of the proportion of negotiation across sessions: 

recovered cases increase its proportion while unchanged cases seem to maintain low 

levels of negotiation throughout the whole treatment. This result corroborates Braga et al. 

(2016) suggestion that successful ambivalence resolution calls for an increasing 
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negotiation between the opposing positions of the self that are involved in it. This is also 

in line with EFT´s (Greenberg, 1998) assumption that the dialogue between positions is 

essential to emotional processing which, in turn, is crucial for successful therapy, and 

with the assimilation model´s (Stiles, 2002; Stiles et al., 1990) proposal of an increasing 

assimilation of problematic experiences in successful psychotherapeutic processes.  

In what concerns the evolution of dominance, although in recovered cases it seems 

to decrease as treatment develops, it is nevertheless a very frequent process of 

ambivalence resolution from the beginning until the end of treatment. In unchanged cases, 

the proportion of dominance is high and stable across sessions while negotiation seems 

to be virtually absent throughout the entire treatment. We believe these results encourage 

a further reflection on the status of the dominance process of ambivalence resolution. As 

the HLM demonstrated, dominance was a significant predictor of ambivalence decrease 

in the same session, but negotiation had an almost 5 times higher impact on ambivalence 

decrease. One of the important questions raised by the first study with the ARCS (Braga 

et al., 2016) was whether the high frequency of dominance found in the successful case 

of Sarah was an idiosyncrasy of that specific case or whether the high frequency of 

dominance is typical of successful cases, despite the growing presence of negotiation 

across the sessions. The present study seems to suggest the latter. If this is the case, and 

if unchanged cases display only dominance processes of ambivalence resolution and 

ambivalence is not resolved, then the question of whether dominance actually represents 

a process of ambivalence resolution has to be raised. If it were, wouldn´t it be sufficient 

for ambivalence to be resolved? If negotiation between both positions of the self seems 

to be a necessary condition for ambivalence to be successfully resolved, can we affirm 

that dominance is an alternative way of ambivalence resolution? The results of the present 

study suggest that although dominance has some impact on ambivalence reduction in the 
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same session, negotiation clearly reveals a more significant one. This suggests that, while 

dominance is probably an important process in the way for ambivalence resolution, it may 

nevertheless represent an earlier developmental step in the process, as negotiation has to 

enter the stage at some point if ambivalence is to be successfully resolved. Different 

studies with different problems and diagnosis are required to exclude the possibility of 

these patterns being specific for depression. Nonetheless, and at least in what concerns 

CBT, EFT and NT for depression, the fact that negotiation (a) is virtually absent in 

unchanged cases; (b) is gradually more frequent as treatment advances in recovered cases, 

and; (c) has a clearly higher impact on ambivalence resolution than dominance, suggests 

that dominance should not be held at the same developmental level as negotiation.  

Another interesting result was the similar patterns observed with CBT, ETF and 

NT. This seems to suggest not only that the ARCS can be used outside the limits of 

intervention models where different positions of the self are in some way systematically 

explored (e.g., EFT) but also that when the central diagnosis is depression, the described 

ambivalence resolution process is not moderated by the model of therapy. If other studies 

replicated these findings, we may see these results as transtheoretical.    

The main limitation of this study is its small sample size, and the use of archival 

data. Process research is a time and resource consuming task and this stands as the central 

impediment to the study of larger samples. In this sense, the possibility to generalize these 

findings will ultimately be dependent on future replication studies conducted with 

different samples. Moreover, all these samples were studied before in terms of IMs and 

ambivalence (i.e., AMs) evolution. However, it was also this limitation that allowed for 

the development of this research, as it would be virtually impossible to code all three steps 

(IMs, AMs, and ambivalence resolution) in the same research. 
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Despite its limitations, we believe the present work had also important strong 

points. Firstly, it used a system that allows for the in-depth study of the ambivalence 

resolution process. As far as we know, no other system has been created that allows for 

the empirical analysis of the dialogical processes involved in ambivalence resolution 

throughout the therapeutic process. Secondly, it was the first study to allow for the study 

of the actual impact of dominance and negotiation on ambivalence, revealing the 

empirical value of these processes on ambivalence resolution. Finally, it was the first 

study to use this system in a sample composed by different therapeutic approaches, 

assessing the possibility of a transtheoretical model of ambivalence resolution that could 

be especially helpful for clinicians.  

It is of course risky to withdrawn clinical implications from these results. In spite 

of this, we offer some tentative guidelines that we hope future studies can confirm in a 

more solid way. First, it is probably relevant that clinicians pay attention and explore the 

presence of different parts of the self involved in ambivalence. Second, clinicians should 

monitor the presence of dominance or negotiation between opposed parts of the self and, 

even more importantly, pay attention to the promotion of the dialogue between these 

contrasting self-positions, since negotiation seems to be a central indicator of successful 

ambivalence resolution and, therefore, of therapeutic success.   
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CHAPTER III 

AMBIVALENCE RESOLUTION IN GRIEF THERAPY1 

1. ABSTRACT 

Ambivalence may be conceptualized as a conflictual relationship between two 

different positions: one expressed as an innovation and another one expressed in a return 

to the client´s problematic pattern. Ambivalence´s potential to hinder the process of 

change highlights the importance of understanding how clients come to resolve it. Studies 

on ambivalence resolution with depressed clients have identified two processes by which 

ambivalence is resolved in psychotherapy: dominance (the innovative position imposes 

its authority unto the problematic position, consequently inhibiting its power) and 

negotiation (both positions communicate and collaborate, allowing a dynamic flow 

between them). Results have consistently revealed a progressive abandonment of 

dominance and a more frequent engagement in negotiation between positions of the self 

as treatment evolves in recovered cases, but not in unchanged cases. Nevertheless, results 

have been revealing a high frequency of dominance in both recovered and unchanged 

cases, even by the end of treatment, an unexpected result. Until the moment, these studies 

have been conducted only on clients diagnosed with major depression. The present study 

explored ambivalence resolution in a sample of 5 complicated grief therapy cases through 

the coding of the entire sessions´ transcripts with the Ambivalence Resolution Coding 

System. The initial exploration of dominance resolutions led to the discrimination of an 

additional category: escalation. Results revealed distinct tendencies between recovered 

and unchanged cases in escalation, dominance and negotiation processes. Theoretical 

implications of these results are discussed.   

                                                           
1 Manuscript in preparation 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. Ambivalence and Ambivalence Markers 

Ambivalence seems to be a natural and somehow expected human experience 

(Engle & Arkowitz, 2006), as we struggle to accommodate different and, sometimes, 

opposing desires, wishes, goals and thoughts in a congruent framework of meaning. This 

common conflict between positions of the self reveals its own dialogical nature, 

suggesting that the meaning people attribute to their experiences is the product of a 

dynamic interplay between the positions that organize the self at a given moment 

(Hermans & Kempen, 2011).   

Although the conflict between different positions of the self that characterizes 

ambivalence may be a natural part of every change process (Engle & Arkowitz, 2006; 

Velicer, DiClemente, Prochaska, & Brandenburg, 1985), it may also condition the 

successful development of the therapeutic process when left unresolved (Miller & 

Rollnick, 2002). Therefore, considering the presence of ambivalence and its dynamics is 

a central aspect that should be integrated in the therapeutic work (DiClemente & 

Prochaska, 1985, 1998; Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983, 1994;).  

In light of this, a specific type of ambivalence markers in psychotherapy has been 

proposed in the context of process research analysis with the Innovative Moments model 

(Gonçalves, et al., 2010; Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009; Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Mendes, 

et al., 2011; Matos, et al., 2009; Mendes, et al., 2010). Such markers have been studied 

as an empirical measure of ambivalence in several samples and therapeutic models and 

were termed ambivalence markers (AM; Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Santos, Gonçalves, & 

Conde, 2009). An AM is empirically observed when thoughts, feelings or behaviors that 

are different from the client´s usual, problematic pattern emerge in the therapeutic 

dialogue (i.e., Innovative Moments, IMs) and are immediately followed by the 
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devaluation of the change potential they contain by a return to the previous problematic 

pattern (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles et al., 2011). For illustrative purposes, let us assume 

that the problematic pattern that impelled the client to therapy was centered on the client´s 

guilt and responsibility taking over the loss of a loved one. In this context, the following 

sentence: “I could not possibly predict what was about to happen when I encouraged my 

husband to go to work that morning, even though he was not feeling well. It was not my 

fault” would be coded as an IM. After the emergence of an IM, two very different paths 

are possible: amplifying the change or devaluing and neutralizing change. For example, 

after the sentence above, the client could continue: “I want to forgive myself for this, 

otherwise I may not be able to go on with my life”. This would also be coded as another 

IM, and would represent an elaboration of the change potential presented in the previous 

IM. A different possibility would be observed if, after the initial IM, the client then said: 

“But I keep thinking: what if I took him to the hospital earlier that morning? And this 

makes me feel so guilty and sad.” In this scenario, the first sentence would be coded as 

an IM and the latter would be coded as an AM: an episode of ambivalence would have 

been empirically identified.  

Studies have found that AMs are more frequent in unchanged than in recovered 

cases (Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Stiles, et al., 2011) and/or that AMs decrease as treatment 

evolves in recovered cases, while remaining stable or even increasing as treatment 

progresses in unchanged cases (Ribeiro et al., 2014). This suggests that, in recovered 

cases, clients gradually feel less threatened by novelty, and progressively abandon the 

need to get back to ‘the safe ground’ provided by to the old pattern. In contrast, unchanged 

cases tend to maintain a pattern of constant minimization or devaluation of the IMs´ 

change potential, hypothetically avoiding the associated discomfort generated by novelty 

by returning to the problematic pattern. It is in this context that process research on how 
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clients resolve ambivalence is of central importance since only the knowledge of these 

processes can adequately inform clinical practice on how to deal with ambivalence. 

2.2. Ambivalence Resolution 

Assuming that ambivalence constitutes a vicious cycle between an innovative and 

a problematic self-position that keep feeding into each other, the Ambivalence Resolution 

Coding System (ARCS; Braga, Oliveira, et al., 2016) was constructed in order to identify 

the dialogical processes through which ambivalence can be overcome in psychotherapy. 

Two distinct processes of ambivalence resolution have been identified: (a) dominance of 

the innovative position and consequent inhibition of the problematic position, and (b) the 

negotiation between both positions. Referring to the illustrative example above, a 

dominance type of resolution according to the ARCS could be: “There was nothing I 

could do, it was not my fault”. On the other hand, a negotiation type of resolution would 

be: “I am aware that taking him to the hospital that morning could have made a difference, 

but I only know that now, I did not know it then. If I did, of course I would have done 

something”. While in the dominance process the innovative position affirms its authority, 

in the negotiation process the conflicting positions are able to communicate with one 

another, promoting a dynamic flow between (previously opposed) positions, rather than 

the supremacy of one of them (Braga, Oliveira, et al., 2016). 

Studies with the ARCS on depression cases (Braga, Oliveira, et al., 2016; Braga, 

Ribeiro, et al., 2016) have revealed that recovered cases had a progressively higher 

proportion of negotiation throughout treatment while in unchanged cases negotiation was 

virtually absent. Also, both dominance and negotiation were significant predictors of 

ambivalence reduction at the end of therapy but negotiation had a higher impact on 

ambivalence when compared to dominance, and overall these results were not 
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significantly different for cognitive behavioral (CBT), narrative (NT) and emotion-

focused (EFT) therapies (Braga, Ribeiro, et al., 2016).  

These results were in line with a significant body of research that has been 

suggesting that a progressive integration of different positions of the self into a coherent 

and dynamic meaning making system tends to emerge in successful therapy. This is the 

case with the assimilation model´s premise of a growing assimilation of problematic 

experiences as therapy develops (Stiles, 2002; Stiles et al., 1990), and with EFT´s 

assumption that the dialogue between positions is essential to emotional processing 

which, in turn, is crucial for successful therapy (Greenberg, 2002). Also, the research on 

IMs highlights the importance of a specific type of IM (reconceptualization) since they 

entail a meaning bridge between the problematic and the innovative positions (Gonçalves, 

Gabalda, et al., 2014). A meaning bridge (Detert et al., 2006) consists of a common 

language between opposed positions of the self which enables a dialogue and smooth 

transitions between positions (Honos-Webb et al., 1999) that is, the negotiation between 

positions rather than a trial of strength between them.  

Nonetheless, and although dominance tended to decrease along treatment in 

recovered cases, as expected, it was still the most common process of ambivalence 

resolution throughout therapy, and it maintained a surprisingly high frequency, even in 

the final stages of therapy (Braga, Ribeiro et al., 2016). In unchanged cases, dominance 

was virtually the only process of ambivalence resolution that was present throughout 

treatment. One of the important questions raised by the studies with the ARCS on 

depression (Braga, Oliveira, et al., 2016; Braga, Ribeiro, et al., 2016) was the following: 

if unchanged cases display only dominance processes of ambivalence resolution and 

ambivalence is not resolved at the end of therapy, then the question of whether dominance 

actually represents a process of ambivalence resolution has to be raised. In this context, 
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the authors raise the possibility of dominance and negotiation pertaining to different 

developmental levels, but this would still fail to explain why dominance is such a frequent 

process still by the end of treatment.    

Another interesting result obtained by Braga, Ribeiro, et al. (2016) was the similar 

patterns observed with CBT, EFT and NT. This suggests that the ARCS can be used not 

only in psychotherapeutic models where different self-positions are systematically 

explored (e.g., EFT), but also in other types of models (e.g., CBT) providing important 

hints that may be used for the future construction of a transtheoretical model of 

ambivalence resolution. Nonetheless, up until now, the ARCS has only been used in 

major depression samples, which raises the question of whether these results would be 

similar with samples with different problems or diagnoses. In this context, the main 

purpose of this study is to study the phenomenon of ambivalence resolution in a sample 

of constructivist grief therapy (CGT), specifically studying the emergence of different 

processes of ambivalence resolution in cases with different clinical progressions, using 

the ARCS. 

2.3. Ambivalence and Complicated Grief  

The individual processes related to the ability to make sense of the experience of 

loss and to reorganize one’s life in the aftermath of it has been receiving considerable 

clinical and empirical attention in the last few years, highlighting how the integration of 

loss in the person’s meaning system plays a central role in adaptive grieving (Currier, 

Holland & Neimeyer, 2006; Keesee, Currier & Neimeyer, 2008). Thus, while the majority 

of persons are able to make sense of their losses and to integrate it in an adaptive way, 

clinical attention still needs to be focused on 10 to 15% of bereaved individuals that show 

persistent and disruptive reactions in the aftermath of death (Bonanno, 2004), defined as 

prolonged grief or complicated grief responses (Prigerson et al., 1995). Thus, the attention 
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to the specific processes that occur throughout therapy as the client struggles to integrate 

loss and to reconstruct a new coherent self-narrative is of central importance (Neimeyer, 

2005).   

Previous studies with the IMs model have focused on how different patterns of IMs 

and AMs were associated with different clinical and narrative progressions in 

constructivist grief therapy (Alves et al., 2016). In general, the results of these studies 

showed that AMs emerged in all cases, validating the assumption that resistance to change 

may be a natural and somehow expected ingredient of the change process (Mahoney, 

2003; Messer, 2002; Neimeyer, 1995), associated with a movement of self-protection 

(Engle & Holiman, 2002). Alves and collaborators (2016) also suggested that the 

movement of self-transformation and change in grief therapy may be particularly 

challenging, as it requires the client to authorize him/herself to accept the physical 

absence of the loved one and to invest in a different reality of life marked by a symbolic 

(and unusual/unfamiliar) rather than physical connection with the loved one. Trying to 

accommodate this movement may require several moments of self-regulation and self-

protection, which may be captured through the attenuation (i.e., a AM emergence) of 

more challenging IMs throughout therapy. The study of Alves et al. (2016) also showed 

different trajectories of AM development over time among cases with different clinical 

improvement. While the elaboration of AMs increased over time in cases with lower 

clinical change, the opposite occurred in cases with greater change. As the authors 

suggest, cases with lower clinical improvement may need more time to resolve the vicious 

cycle between the two positions and to move towards the integration of unfamiliar 

experiences. In the meantime, they may maintain that cycle as a preliminary “balance” 

between change and ambivalence, protecting themselves from the challenges and tensions 

of self-transformation. 
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2.4. Ambivalence Resolution and Complicated Grief  

As mentioned above, previous studies with the ARCS (Braga, Oliveira et al., 2016; 

Braga, Ribeiro, et al., 2016) have suggested two processes of ambivalence resolution 

(dominance and negotiation) on clients diagnosed with major depression. As in these 

previous studies the dominance process was a very frequent one even by the final sessions 

of recovered cases, we performed a previous exploratory analysis of complicated grief 

therapy sessions in which we were particularly interested in understanding the processes 

and content involved in the dominance process. This analysis led to the suggestion of a 

different category of ambivalence resolution: escalation. Escalation refers to an 

intermediate process in which the innovative position is striving to gain power (e.g., “I 

have to forgive myself, otherwise I will not survive this”), while the actual dominance 

(e.g., “I know it was not my fault, I could never have predicted this”) is not yet achieved, 

see Table III.6. In previous studies with the ARCS, both processes were coded as 

dominance but the subdivision of this category seems to better illustrate the processual 

nature of ambivalence resolution that was happening along the sessions.  

In this context, the present study aims at exploring the development of the three 

ambivalence resolution processes distinguished so far (escalation, dominance and 

negotiation) in five (3 recovered vs. 2 unchanged) cases of complicated grief therapy.   
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Table III.6: Ambivalence Resolution Processes 

 

Process Description Examples 

Escalation 
 

 

 

The new self-position strives 

to regulate the problematic 

position by affirming its 

dominance and thereby 

inhibiting the problematic 

position´s power 

I have to take care of myself 

otherwise I will not survive this 

 

I prefer to believe she is in Heaven 

than anywhere else 

 

I have to look for answers 

 

I need to forgive myself and stop 

blaming myself 

 

I have to be strong for my daughter 

 

Dominance 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new self position is “in 

charge” of the self 

There is nothing else I can do, she is 

gone now 

 

She was in great pain, she had to go 

 

I understand now that we all must die 

 

Now I think of her with joy and pride, 

not sorrow anymore 

 

She will always be with me 

 

Now I am able to be with friends and 

family and feel happy 

 

Negotiation  
 

 

 

 

 

 

The opposing voices seem to be 

respectfully communicating 

with one another, enabling a 

dynamic movement between 

the opposites, rather than a 

fixation on one of them 

Compromise: the positions 

negotiate conditions and find 

common ground: 

 

Life is very hard sometimes, it is 

hard to let them go but they will 

always be inside my heart 

 

It was very hard but now I can help 

other people who are going through 

the same process 

 

Acceptance: the positions accept 

each other´s differences and 

concerns 

 

I forgive myself, at the time I did the 

best I could for them 
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3. METHOD 

3.1.  Sample 

The 5 cases used for this study were drawn from the study of Alves et al. (2014). 

The original sample, composed by 6 cases, integrated six Caucasian women (age range = 

20 - 62 years, M = 42 years, SD = 18.63) that completed an average of 13.83 sessions (SD 

= .98). Among the clients included in the original sample, 5 had lost one significant 

person, and one client had lost two significant persons: case 1, loss of a grandmother to  

a  stroke,  3  years before therapy; case 2, loss of a boyfriend to cancer, 2 years before 

therapy; case 3, loss of a husband to cancer,  2  years  before  therapy; case 4,  loss  of  a 

daughter to cancer, 2 years before therapy; case 5, loss of a son to cancer 3 years before 

therapy and loss of husband victim of  run  over 6  months before  therapy; case 6, loss  

of  a  mother  to stroke,  1  year  before  therapy.  Case 3 was removed from the present 

study for confidentiality purposes, due to the existence of a close relationship with one of 

the researchers of the study.  

3.2. Therapist and Therapy  

The psychotherapist for all six cases was a 28-year-old PhD student with 4 years of 

prior experience as a psychotherapist and 2 years of training in constructivist grief 

therapy, who received supervision during the entire sample collection by a skilled 

psychotherapist with 18 years of experience in constructivist psychotherapy. 

The constructivist intervention was grounded in the Meaning Reconstruction 

approach proposed by Neimeyer (2001, 2006, 2012) and included several different 

therapy techniques oriented to a more adaptive integration of the experience of loss and 

a healthier post-mortem attachment with the lost loved one.   
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3.3. Researchers  

Three independent judges coded this sample: judge 1, a doctoral student in clinical 

psychology with previous experience in ARCS coding (which coded all 5 cases); judge 

2, a master student in clinical psychology trained in ARCS coding (which coded 4 cases) 

and judge 3, researcher with a PhD in clinical psychology also trained in ARCS coding 

(which coded one of the cases).  

3.4.  Measures  

3.4.1. Outcome Measures 

3.4.1.1 The Inventory of Complicated Grief (ICG; Prigerson et al., 1995) is a 

questionnaire consisting of 19 items to measure the severity of grief symptoms in the 

month prior to its application. The items are rated in a 5-point Likert scale, from 0 to 4, 

with total scores ranging from 0 to 76. Complicated grief is suggested when the score is 

higher than 25, at least 6 months after the loss. This questionnaire shows a high internal 

consistency of (.94; Prigerson et al., 1995). The Portuguese adaptation was used, which 

also showed a good internal consistency of (.91; Frade, Rocha, Sousa, & Pacheco, 2009). 

The cut-off score for the Portuguese population was 30 (Sousa & Rocha, 2011). 

3.4.1.2 Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) is a 

questionnaire that allows for the measurement of the severity of depressive 

symptomatology, over the past 2 weeks, that consists of 21 items. The items are rated on 

a 4-point Likert scale, from 0 to 3, with total scores ranging from 0 to 63. The instrument 

shows high internal consistency (.91; Steer, Brown, Beck, & Sanderson, 2001). The 

Portuguese adaptation was used (Coelho, Martins, & Barros, 2002) with a cut-off of 14.29 

and a Reliable Change Index (RCI, Jacobson & Truax, 1991) of 8.46. as proposed by 

Seggar, Lambert and Hansen (2002).  
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3.4.2. Process Measures  

3.4.2.1 Innovative Moments Coding System (IMCS; Gonçalves, Ribeiro, 

Mendes, et al., 2011). Prior to the application of the ARCS, all sessions had been 

previously coded with the IMCS in the context of Alves et al. (2014) study. The IMCS 

comprises seven types of IMs (Gonçalves, et al., in press): (1) action I: performed and 

intended actions to overcome the problem; (2) reflection I: new understandings of the 

problem; (3) protest I: objections to the problem and its assumptions; (4) action II: 

generalization of good outcomes into the future and other life dimensions (performed or 

projected actions); (5) reflection II: contrasting self (what changed) or self-transformation 

process (how/why did change occur); (6): protest II: assertiveness and empowerment; (7): 

reconceptualization: meta reflection that involves bot the perception of what is changing 

and the understanding of the processes involved in this transformation (process). Cohen´s 

Kappa for this sample, regarding IMs’ types, was .91 (Alves et al., 2014). 

3.4.2.2 The Ambivalence Coding System (ACS; Gonçalves, Ribeiro, Santos, 

Gonçalves, & Conde, 2009) was also applied to all sessions prior to the study (see Alves 

et al., 2016). The ACS is a qualitative system that examines the reappearance of the 

problematic pattern (Ambivalence Marker) immediately after the emergence of an IM. 

Cohen´s Kappa for this sample, regarding AMs, was .80 (Alves et al., 2016).  

3.4.2.3 Ambivalence Resolution Coding System (ARCS; Braga, Oliveira, et al., 

2016) is a qualitative system that allows for the identification of two processes by which 

ambivalence can be momentarily resolved: dominance and negotiation. In the present 

study, an additional category was considered: escalation. In previous samples, Cohen´s 

kappa values for the presence vs. absence of resolution ranged from .89 to .94. and 

Cohen´s kappa values for the decision between dominance vs. negotiation ranged from 

.82 to .92.  
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3.5 Procedure 

All the sessions of the five cases were previously coded for IMs and AMs in the 

context of other studies (Alves at al., 2014; Alves et al., 2016). Outcome measures were 

also collected in the context of a previous study (Alves et al., 2014). In the present study, 

all the sessions of the 5 cases were independently coded with the ARCS (Braga, Oliveira, 

et al., 2016). The coding implies the serial analysis of each IM. Each IM must be coded 

as resolution or no resolution and, if a resolution is present, as escalation, dominance or 

negotiation. The category of no resolution is applied when neither dominance nor 

negotiation are present or when the IM is immediately followed by an AM (Braga, 

Oliveira, et al., 2016).  

3.6 Archival Results  

In the original sample (see Alves et al., 2016 for further details) cases with greater 

change experienced larger reductions in AM production throughout the sessions while 

cases with lower symptomatic change experienced increased AM production from the 

beginning to the end of therapy.  

The clinical evolution of the 5 analyzed cases in the Inventory for Complicated grief 

(ICG) is presented in Table III.7. Considering the established cut-off score of 30 for the 

ICG (Sousa & Rocha, 2011), three cases (cases 1, 2 and 4) decreased their complicated 

grief symptoms from pre- to post-phase of the treatment, moving from non-normative to 

the normative population. In contrast, 2 cases (cases 5 and 6) maintained scores higher 

than 30 in the ICG by the end of treatment, remaining in the non-normative population 

(see Table III.7). For additional information on clients, therapist and outcome measures 

please refer to the original articles (Alves et al., 2014; Alves et al., 2016).  
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Table III.7: Cases´ ICG and BDI-II pre and post follow-up (FU) scores  

Case Pre ICG Post ICG 

Improvement 

pre-post-ICG 

cut-off score  

30 

Pre BDI-

II 
Post BDI-II 

Improvement 

pre-post BDI-II 

cut-off score 

14.29 

1 42 11 31 

Non normative to 

normative 

26 8 18 

Recovered 

2 39 25 14 

Non normative to 

normative 

14 13 1 

- 

 

4 58 21 37 

Non normative to 

normative 

23 12 11 

Recovered 

5 55 42 13 

Non normative to non 

normative 

35 15 20 

Improved 

but not recovered 

6 51 36 15 

Non normative to non 

normative 

33 13 20 

Recovered 
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4. RESULTS 

Reliability, as assessed by Cohen’s K, for the resolution vs. no resolution decision 

was .90 between judges 1 and 2 and .94 between judges 1 and 3. For the decision between 

escalation, dominance or negotiation reliability between judges 1 and 2 was .90 and .90 

between judges 1 and 3.  

Figure III.5 illustrates the evolution of the proportion of resolutions through 

escalation, dominance and negotiation across sessions for unchanged and recovered 

cases. A smooth spline has been fitted to the data of the two unchanged and the three 

unchanged cases so tendencies could be observed. The smoothing spline is a non-

parametric model for the observed data (Keele, 2008). That is, there is no parametric 

assumption for the mean structure of the data. The non-parametric smoothing splines is 

the result of an optimization problem, of minimizing simultaneously the residual sum of 

squares and second derivative (smoothness) of such function (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990). 

Unities refer to proportion of resolutions through escalation, dominance and negotiation 

in relation to the total number of resolutions. The graphs allow for the identification of 

contrasting tendencies between unchanged and recovered cases.  
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Figure III.5: Evolution of the proportion of resolutions through escalation, 

dominance and negotiation across sessions for unchanged and recovered cases 

 

In what refers to escalation, while in unchanged cases it presents an increasing 

tendency (from .19 to .48), the opposite seems to occur in recovered cases (.34 in the first 

session to .11 in the last session).  

Regarding the dominance process, while unchanged cases seem to slightly decrease 

from the beginning (.60) to the end of treatment (.45), recovered cases reveal an 

increasing tendency as treatment evolves (from .45 in the initial session to .68 in the final 

session).  

Finally, in what refers to negotiation, unchanged cases reveal a decreasing tendency 

to resolve ambivalence through negotiation (from .20 in the first session to .05 in the last 

one) while recovered cases reveal an increasing tendency up until the middle of treatment 

(from .15 in session 1 to .37 in session 8) and a decreasing one from the middle sessions 

of therapy onwards (from .36 in session 9 to .14 in session 15).  

5. DISCUSSION 

The present study was the first one to explore the processes of ambivalence 

resolution in complicated grief therapy. The descriptive results suggest that for the three 

recovered cases, ‘escalation’ decreases while ‘dominance’ increases from the beginning 
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until the end of treatment. Negotiation seems to increase until the middle sessions of 

treatment and then to decrease again until the end of the process. In contrast, in both 

unchanged cases escalation shows a clear increasing tendency from the beginning until 

the end of treatment, and dominance and negotiation tend to decrease along the whole 

process. The growing proportion of negotiation until the middle treatment in recovered 

cases suggests that a shift to a more dialogical relationship between (previously opposed) 

positions of the self took place. This shift does not seem to be occurring in unchanged 

cases as negotiation seems to be decreasing throughout the whole treatment and escalation 

is progressively higher.  

These results are in line with previous studies with the ARCS (Braga, Oliveira, et 

al., 2016; Braga, Ribeiro, et al., 2016) revealing that successful ambivalence resolution 

calls for a growing negotiation between opposed positions of the self, and therefore a 

progressive abandonment of the need on the part of the innovative position to harshly 

limit the problematic position´s power by an escalation process. These findings are in 

accordance with different models (e.g., assimilation model Stiles, 2002; Stiles et al., 1990; 

EFT, Greenberg, 2002) that suggest a progressive integration of the problematic 

experiences through the creation of a dialectical articulation of divergent positions of the 

self. These findings also make sense in the light of the constructivist grief therapy´s 

premises and techniques. If we consider the difficulty of creating a new symbolic bond 

with the lost loved one (and to integrate his/her physical disappearance –a frequent initial 

position in this sample), the techniques used throughout therapy – proposing a new sense 

of continuity of that relationship, by allowing, for example, the reopening of the 

communication with the deceased though letter work or investment of rituals of symbolic 

connection in specific dates, such as Christmas, anniversaries, etc.  – allowed for the 

creating of new opportunities of loss integration. Through this movement, the initial 
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problematic position (e.g., “There’s nothing left, everything is gone, I lost him/her, and 

with him/her I lost my life”) starts sharing its power with an alternative one, as these 

opportunities of reconnection allow for the emergence of a new sense of connection and 

continuity (e.g., “Although she was not there physically, I could feel her by my side, 

giving me strength, being proud of me”).  

Nonetheless, as opposed to previous studies with the ARCS on depression samples 

(Braga, Oliveira et al., 2016; Braga, Ribeiro, et al., 2016) where negotiation revealed an 

increasing tendency from the beginning until the end of treatment, in the present study 

negotiation seems to increase only until the middle sessions of treatment and to decrease 

in the final sessions of recovered cases. This result, in combination with the sustained 

growth of the dominance process, seems to suggest that the increasing negotiation from 

the beginning to the middle of treatment may have contributed to a sustained development 

of the innovative alternative position from the middle to the end of treatment. We could 

hypothesize that, with a longer treatment, more loops/oscillations between negotiation 

and dominance would be captured, indicating how these processes are interrelated in 

allowing the new narrative to further explore its functioning in different areas of the 

clients´ lives after a major loss. This may be related to the process of self-protection in 

grief reconstruction (manifested though ambivalence) proposed by Alves et al. (2016). 

Probably after a more stable communication between the opposing voices (through 

negotiation), the clients´ necessity for self-protection decreases as the problematic 

position that categorizes change as a movement of ‘abandonment of the commitment with 

the lost loved one’ (Alves et al., 2016) is gradually weakened by the ability of both 

positions to communicate and find common ground. Thus, as a result of the decreasing 

of ambivalence and uncertainty, the innovative position continues finding new grounds 

of self-development (represented by the dominance process) in which new challenges 
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create the necessity to disconnect from the problematic position in order to explore other 

challenges in loss and life. This will eventually require a new negotiation phase with the 

problematic position latter in the treatment. Therefore, maybe Figure III.5 is capturing a 

sample of the process these clients will need to go through (oscillating between different 

stages of dominance and negotiation) in face of new challenges in loss integration. We 

believe that the therapeutic process, by placing clients in a position of continuous 

reflection and communication between the different positions may mirror the continuous 

adjustments made in the meaning making system through stages of negotiation and 

dominance. 

Finally, as mentioned in the introduction section, the high proportion of resolutions 

through dominance by the final stages of recovered cases was an unexpected result found 

in previous studies with the ARCS on depression (Braga, Oliveira, et al., 2016; Braga, 

Ribeiro, et al., 2016).  We speculate that defining dominance as both the process of the 

innovative position struggling to have some power and the actual dominance of the 

innovative position, as it was defined in earlier studies, may have led to theoretical 

difficulties in explaining the evolution of these processes. Conceptualizing escalation and 

dominance as distinct categories of the ambivalence resolution process seems to amplify 

the understanding of what is happening in a more precise way, at least in the present 

sample. For example, in the present study, we realize that escalation as the expression of 

a struggle for power on the part of the innovative position has a different and quite 

opposed tendency in the recovered and unchanged cases (decreasing in recovered and 

increasing in unchanged), and also distinct progressions between them: escalation 

decreases and dominance increases in recovered cases and unchanged cases present 

opposite tendencies. Being that in previous studies the proportion of dominance in 

recovered cases was so high even in the final stages of treatment, we could hypothesize 
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that the majority of this proportion was constituted by dominance in recovered cases and 

by escalation in unchanged cases, as was the case in the present study. This would make 

more theoretical sense: in unchanged cases, the innovative position struggles (and seems 

to fail) to control the problematic position (the escalation process) even by the end of 

treatment, while in recovered cases the negotiation process enables the innovative 

position to further develop (the dominance process).  In this context, the inclusion of a 

new category (escalation) seems to clarify the process of ambivalence resolution. More 

studies are needed with larger samples in order to understand if these results are sample-

specific or if this is a common pattern in complicated grief therapy.  

Because the present study was an exploratory attempt to understand how 

ambivalence is resolved in complicated grief therapy, only 5 cases were used and, in 

accordance with the small sample size, no inferential statistics was attempted. Despite the 

study´s obvious limitations in terms of results´ generalizability, we believe that in terms 

of the present understanding of ambivalence resolution processes this was an important 

step as it represents the first incursion into new problems and therapeutic approaches 

using the ARCS, and it allowed for the refinement of the system through the inclusion of 

a distinct category in the ambivalence resolution process which enhanced the system´s 

ability to capture the phenomenon under study.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

The studies presented in this dissertation were performed in the change process 

research (CPR) tradition which was initially defined as research that overcomes the old 

process-outcome dichotomy by focusing ‘‘on identifying, describing, explaining, and 

predicting the effects of the processes that bring about therapeutic change’’ (Greenberg, 

1986, p. 4). The term has evolved since then to generally refer to the study of the processes 

by which change occurs in psychotherapy. This includes both in-therapy processes that 

bring about change and the unfolding sequence of change (Elliot, 2010). The significant 

events research paradigm is a specific type of CPR tradition and, according to Elliot 

(2010), it is characterized by “an interpretive, theory-building framework” (p. 129) that 

combines (1) the identification of important therapeutic moments; (2) the development of 

qualitative sequential description of what happened across sessions and/or cases; and (3) 

linking in-session processes to post-therapy outcomes.  

In the context of the present research, a method designed to identify ambivalence 

resolution (micro-resolutions) was developed in order to track these important moments 

throughout the sessions of several cases, which were then linked with the cases´outcomes. 

The essential aim of these studies was to take the first concrete steps in the construction 

of a conceptual framework that synthesizes the dialogical processes involved in 

ambivalence resolution in psychotherapy.  

For each one of the studies presented in chapters I, II and III, results have been 

presented and discussed. While the first and second studies (Chapters I and II) were 

conducted with depressed clients and entailed the coding of two processes of ambivalence 

resolution (dominance and negotiation), the third and last study (Chapter III) involved a 

sample of grief therapy and the identification of an additional category (escalation). This 
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concluding section represents an attempt to integrate the results of these three studies, 

sketching a conceptual framework of ambivalence resolution in psychotherapy. In 

pursuing this objective, I have segmented this conclusion in accordance with the main 

results that seemed to deserve special attention and further discussion: 1) the ARCS´s 

applicability; 2) the increasing negotiation proportion in recovered cases of major 

depression; 3) the high dominance proportion in recovered cases and the creation of a 

new category: escalation; and 4) the different patterns of negotiation in depression vs. 

grief therapy. Finally, I close this thesis with some final remarks on the limitations and 

strong points of this work, outlining suggestions for upcoming research.  

1. The ARCS´s applicability  

This dissertation presents the first systematic effort to empirically explore the 

process of ambivalence resolution in psychotherapy. Being that the Ambivalence 

Resolution Coding System (ARCS) was developed through the analysis of six emotion-

focused therapy (EFT) cases, one of the most important results was precisely its 

applicability to different therapeutic models (narrative therapy (NT), cognitive-

behavioral therapy (CBT) and grief therapy (GT)). One of my main concerns was related 

to the fact that EFT promotes a systematic exploration of distinct positions of the self 

(e.g., empty chair and two chair techniques) and I was unsure of the ARCS´s applicability 

outside these limits. However, although the process of coding was not so clear-cut at the 

beginning of the process as it demanded a closer and more attentive look in tracking the 

positions towards change - as well as the relationships between them -, after the coding 

of the first sessions of a distinct model, it was clear that the system was applicable to 

different psychotherapeutic approaches.    
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2. The increasing negotiation in recovered cases of Major Depression 

In the first two studies (Chapters I and II), two processes of ambivalence resolution 

were considered: dominance and negotiation. Results from these studies suggest that 

recovered and unchanged cases have different trajectories in what concerns both 

dominance and negotiation processes of resolution. While recovered cases had a 

progressively higher proportion of negotiation and a progressively lower proportion of 

dominance throughout sessions, in unchanged cases negotiation was virtually absent 

throughout treatment and dominance remained high. These results were in line with what 

we had initially hypothesized and with different research lines which have been proposing 

a progressive integration of opposing elements of the self in successful therapy (e.g., EFT, 

Greenberg, 2002; the assimilation model, Stiles, 2002, 2011).  

3. High dominance proportion in recovered cases and the creation of a new 

category: Escalation 

Although in recovered cases dominance seems to decrease as treatment develops, 

it is nevertheless a very frequent process of ambivalence resolution from the beginning 

until the end of treatment. One of the significant questions raised by the first study with 

the ARCS (Chapter I) was whether the high frequency of dominance found in the 

successful case of Sarah was an idiosyncrasy of that specific case or, on the other hand, 

the high frequency of dominance is typical of recovered cases, despite the growing 

presence of negotiation across the sessions. In fact, results from the second study (Chapter 

II), with a sample of 22 clinical cases conducted with different psychotherapeutic 

approaches (EFT, NT and CBT) seem to suggest that the latter is the case: the dominance 

process is the most frequent one in recovered cases, despite the growing proportion of 

negotiation. This was an interesting result and in the third study (Chapter III) I was mainly 

interested in understanding if these results would be replicated in a sample of grief therapy 
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but also in further exploring the process of dominance. This motivated a preliminary 

exploration of the content of all the resolutions through dominance of the innovative 

position. In the first two studies, dominance was defined as the new self-position striving 

to regulate the problematic position by affirming its dominance, in a process which seems 

to imply a role reversal: the previously dominated position now seems to be the 

dominating one. Through an intensive qualitative analysis on the dominance type of 

micro-resolutions in the third study (Chapter III), I was able to distinguish between two 

distinct stages/processes within the previously unitary category of dominance: (1) the 

process of the innovative position´s struggle to control the problematic position (e.g. I 

don’t want to think about this anymore) and (2) the actual dominance of the innovative 

position (e.g. It does not even cross my mind). I named the first process escalation and 

the second one dominance.  

The results from the third study revealed that escalation as the expression of a 

struggle for power on the part of the innovative position has a different and quite opposed 

tendency in recovered and unchanged cases (decreasing in recovered and increasing in 

unchanged), and also distinct progressions between them: escalation decreases and 

dominance increases in recovered cases and unchanged cases present opposite tendencies. 

The fact that these processes have clear distinct tendencies in recovered and unchanged 

cases suggests that the distinction between them may be a useful one in understanding the 

process of ambivalence resolution. It makes theoretical sense that in unchanged cases – 

where ambivalence is not resolved – the innovative position keeps struggling (and failing) 

to control the problematic one, as the absence of negotiation between opposed positions 

does not allow meaning bridges (see Detert et al., 2006) to be established between them. 

This lack of communication, and thus, the lack of integration of the innovative position 

in the community of I-positions, maintains the meaning system in an impasse where the 
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conflict between opposed positions is not resolved. In recovered cases, on the other hand, 

the growing presence of negotiation (at least until the middle sessions of treatment) and 

its overall higher proportion throughout treatment (when compared to unchanged cases) 

probably enabled the establishment of this communication between opposites, and thus 

the lessening of the need on the part of the innovative position to struggle to control the 

problematic one. On the contrary, the innovative position is probably sufficiently 

integrated and empowered to increasingly express itself as treatment develops (as the 

growing tendency of the dominance process suggests).  

Although these results have been observed in a sample of grief therapy, we 

hypothesize that similar patterns of escalation and dominance would be found in 

depressed clients but only future studies where escalation and dominance are taken as 

autonomous categories will help us corroborate or refute this assumption.  

One final comment on the dominance process. This type of resolution seems to be 

leaning towards the monological end of the continuum between monologue and dialogue 

since the type of interaction is very asymmetrical. Hermans (1996a, 1996b) has 

characterized this process as a form of dominance reversal: the once dominant position is 

now dominated. It can be argued that the process of one position inhibiting the other may 

risk the creation of another dominant narrative as once more a dominant position is taking 

the others over. However, the dominance process is probably necessary in bringing about 

relevant clinical change and some reasons may be suggested for this: first, the new 

dominant voice is more adjusted and congruent with the client’s preferences; second, the 

dominance resulted from a client’s choice (Ribeiro, 2012).  Also, Ribeiro (2012) proposed 

that “this is mediated by a meta-position over the reversal process, without which a 

reversal of positions may have been a mere substitution of one problematic pattern by 

another” (p.198). From Gonçalves and Ribeiro (2012a, 2012b) narrative view, the initial 
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problematic dominance places clients as actors in a narrative that they did not author 

whereas in the latter form of dominance, clients are the authors of their own story. The 

meta-position involved in the dominance reversal is essential to assure this position of 

authorship and to ensure that this latter form of dominance is much more flexible than the 

previous one.  

4. The different patterns of negotiation in depression vs. grief therapy 

Another interesting result obtained in the third study (Chapter III) was the 

oscillating proportion of negotiation in recovered cases. In previous studies with 

depressed clients (Chapters I and II) negotiation revealed an increasing tendency from the 

beginning until the end of treatment. In contrast, in the three recovered complicated grief 

cases analyzed in the third study, negotiation apparently increased from the beginning 

until the middle sessions and then revealed a decreasing tendency from the middle until 

the final session. As suggested in Chapter III, this result, in combination with the 

sustained growth of the dominance process in recovered cases, seems to suggest that the 

increasing negotiation from the beginning to the middle of treatment may have 

contributed to a sustained development of the innovative alternative position from the 

middle to the end of treatment. Maybe, if the treatment were longer, more 

loops/oscillations between negotiation and dominance would be captured, representing 

how these processes are interrelated in allowing the new narrative to further explore its 

functioning in different areas of the clients´ lives after a major loss. We hypothesized that, 

as a result of the decreasing of ambivalence and uncertainty (essentially allowed by the 

negotiation process), the innovative position would continue finding new grounds of self-

development in which new challenges create the necessity to disconnect from the 

problematic position in order to explore other challenges in loss and life (the dominance 
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process) and this will eventually require a new negotiation phase with the problematic 

position latter in the treatment.  

The fact that negotiation is increasingly frequent in recovered cases of samples of 

major depression and seems to have this oscillating trajectory in complicated grief cases 

may be reflecting differences in patterns of ambivalence resolution between distinct 

problematics/diagnoses. Tentatively, this difference could be related to the high level of 

suffering and disorganization potential of the grieving experience. Maybe the process is 

not as smooth and clear through escalation, dominance and negotiation as the innovative 

position needs more “rehearsing” in order to empower itself enough, as well as new 

negotiation phases with the problematic position, in order for both positions to be 

successfully integrated in a new, more flexible meaning system.  

5. Final Remarks 

The studies integrated in this dissertation have different limitations that I have 

acknowledged in the corresponding chapters. I believe that, overall, the results should be 

cautiously considered for replication studies with different samples are obviously needed 

if we are to draw safe conclusions about the ambivalence resolution process in 

psychotherapy. Research on the processes of change represents a very time and resource 

consuming task and this stands as the main reason for the implementation of small sample 

sized studies. Specially concerning the third study, the contrasts between recovered and 

unchanged cases are to be taken very carefully for only five cases have been analyzed and 

the data is merely descriptive.  

Nonetheless, I believe that this collection of studies represents a legitimate and 

serious effort towards the construction of a comprehensive understanding of the processes 

involved in the resolution of ambivalence in psychotherapy. The construction of a coding 
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system that allows for the empirical, systematic study of the processual nature of 

ambivalence resolution seems to me to represent an important step in this endeavor. I 

believe the coding system will be refined in the process of coding different samples and 

I look forward to understand its potential as well as its limits in further studies.  

Upcoming studies with the ARCS should consider the process of ambivalence 

resolution in different problematics/diagnoses for we are still to understand the extent to 

which this process is influenced by the type of problem the client is facing. The results 

from the study with a sample of grief therapy seem to suggest that this impact exists but 

more studies with larger samples are needed to answer this question. Also, I believe that 

studies that explore the therapist´s role in ambivalence resolution processes are needed if 

we are to design precise suggestions for clinicians to promote their clients´ process of 

ambivalence resolution.   

I would like to conclude this thesis on a more personal note. F. Scott Fitzgerald has 

certainly described it in a much more elegant way then I ever could: 

 “Before I go on with this short history, let me make a general observation– the test 

of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same 

time, and still retain the ability to function. One should, for example, be able to see that 

things are hopeless and yet be determined to make them otherwise. This philosophy fitted 

on to my early adult life, when I saw the improbable, the implausible, often the 

"impossible," come true.”  

It is my personal suspicion that the process of ambivalence (be it towards change 

or any other goal) is a clear manifestation of our natural complexity and diversity as 

human beings. This means that although the state of ambiguity represents to us an 

uncomfortable state of things which we naturally wish to avoid and resolve, it is often in 
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this ability for ambiguity that we also find space for innovation and openness. Thus, even 

though this whole work focuses on the need to resolve ambivalence, I could not leave 

unnoticed my personal belief that ambivalence should not be embattled as some kind of 

ailment we should rapidly get rid of, but rather as a natural, and even necessary uneasiness 

of our condition, as we try and make our way towards opening and accepting complexity 

and diversity.   
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